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of events which happen in nature. Every place, 
then, became stored with local deities, and idolatry 
prevailed.

Prosperity is easily received and few questions 
are asked concerning its cause or author, on the 
other hand adversity alarms, and enquiries are set 
on foot to arrive at the principles from whence it 
arose. Popular Divines display the advantages of 
affection to buy men to a due sense of religon.— 
The topic is not confined to them only, for the an
cients equally employed it.

The only theological point to which mankind 
yields an universal assent, is that there is an invis
ible intelligent power in the world, but of the pow
er attributes and qualities, whether of one, or of 
several deities, there is the widest difference of 
opinion. Before the revival of letters, “ our ances
tors in Europe believed there was one Supreme 
God, whose power, though itself uncontrolable, 
yet was often exerted by the interposition of his 
subordinate ministers, who executed bis sacred 
purpose.” They also believed that nature was full 
of other invisible powers, fairies, goblins, elves and 

i sprites, beings stronger and mightier than men, but 
inferior to the celestial natures who surround the 
throne of God. Yet a denial of this belief in that

ments, so clear and obvious as to carry conviction 
to the generality of mankind, the same arguments 
which first diffused the opinions will still preserve 
them in their original purity. If the arguments 
were abstruse, then they would have been confined 
to but few. So, either way, it is impossible that a 
pure Theism could have been the primary religion 
of the human race, and have afterwards, by cor
ruption, have given place to idolatry. Reason, 
when obvious, prevents corruption—when abstruse, 
it keeps the opinions entirely from the ignorant, 
who are alone liable to corrupt principles or opin
ions.

If the enquiry is concerning the origin of reli
gion, the though; must be turned to Idolatry or 
Polytheism. When men are led into the apprehen
sion of an intelligent power by a contemplation of 
the works of nature, they could only conceive of a 
single being “ who bestowed existence and order 
upon this vast machine.” To some minds it may 
not appear absurd that several independent beings, 
endowed with superior wisdom, might combine in 
the execution of one regular plan ; yet this, if pos
sible, is neither supported by probability nor neces
sity. All things in the universe are evidently of 
one piece—each is adjusted to the other ; one de
sign pervades the whole. 
an acknowledgement of one author. On the other i 
hand, if we leave out nature, and trace the foot
steps of invisible power in various and contrary 
events of life, wc are led into Polytheism, and to 
the acknowledgment of several limited and im
perfect beings, for we continually see one power 
oversetting the good of another—a contrariety “in 
their intentions and designs—a combat of opposing 
powers.” It must, therefore, be concluded that in 
nations which have embraced Polytheism, the first 
ideas of religion arose, not from a contemplation of 
nature, but from a concern with regard to the 
events of life, and from the incessant hopes and 
fears which actuate the human mind—so we find 
the provinces of the Deities are separated. Thus 
we see Juno invoked at marriages, Lucina at births,

Tho uniformity leads to j agP, would have incurred the appellation of athe-

Tellus of the Romans, and this conjecture is evi
dently just

The doctrine of one Supreme Deity is very an- I 
cient, and has spread itself over great and popu- i 
lous nations, and has been embraced by all ranks i 
and conditions of persons, but those who think it i 
owes its success to the prevalence of the force of < 
those invincible reasons on which it is founded, l 
would show themselves but ill acquainted with the I 
ignorance and stupidity of the mass, with their in- 1 
curable prejudices in favor of their particular su- < 
perstitions. Even in this day, ask one of the mass, i 
why he believes in a supreme God ? He will tell 1 
you of an unexpected death. The accident of such 1 
an one, the drought of the season, all of which i 
he ascribes to the operations of Providence instead i 
of stretching forth his hand and tracing in the i 
adaptation ofits parts and justness of its organism, i 
its perfect union, and then ask if the question i 
was not answered ? The reasons, which with 
acute reasoners, are the very difficulties in the 1 
admission of the idea of a supreme intelligence are 1 
with the ignorant tbe sole argument for it. i

Many Theists have denied a particular Provi- 1 
dence,and have asserted the Supreme Mind or First 1 
Principle of all things, has fixed general laws by 1 
which Nature is governed, gives free and uninter- 1 
rupted course to those laws, and disturbs not at ’ 
every turn the settled order of events by particu- ! 
lar volition. From the established and rigid obser- J 
vance of fixed rules, draw the chief argument of 
their belief, and from the same principles, answer i 
objections urged against it. A little philosophy : 
says lord Bacon, makes men atheists, a great deal re- < 
conciles them to religion. Prodigies and miracles : 
impress the ignorant with the strongest sentiment 1 
of religion, the causes of the events seeming to ' 
them the most unknown and unaccountable. The 1 
Ignorant, in nations who have embraced the doc- • 
trine of Theism still build it on irrational and su- 1 
perstitious opinions, and are never led into that 
opinion by any certain train of argument, but by 
a certain train of thinking suited to their capacities. ' 
In proportion as men’s fears become urgent, they 
invent new strains of adulation, and even he who 
outrivals his predecessors, in heaping up titles for 
his divinity, is sure to be outdone by his successors 
in newer and more pompous epithets of praise, 
thus they run into inexplicable mystery, and des
troy the intelligent nature of their Deity, on which 
aloije any rational worship can be founded.

Even when this notion of a Supreme Deity is es
tablished, although it should lessen every other 
worship, yet if a nation has entertained an opin
ion of a subordinate deity, saint or angel, then ad
dresses to that being gradually rise on them, and 
encroach upon the adoration due to the Supreme 
God. The Deity who for love transformed himself 
into a bull to carry off Europa, dethroned his fath
er Saturn, became the optimus maximus of the 
heathen, and notwithstanding the many sublime 
ideas suggested by Moses, many ignorant Jews 
seem still to have conceived the supreme being as 
a mere “topical Deity or National Protector.” Rath
er than relinquish this propensity to adulation, reli
gionists, in all ages, have involved themselves in 
the greatest absurdities and contradictions.

“ That original intelligence say the Magians, who 
is the First Principle of all things, discovershimself 
immediately to the mind and understanding alone, 
but has placed tbe sun as his image in the visible 
universe, and is a faint copy of the glory which re
sides in the higher heavens. If you would escape 
his displeasure, you must never set your foot on 
the ground, nor spit in the fire, nor throw water 
upon it, although it were consuming a whole city! 
“ Who can express the perfections of the Almighty 
says the Mahomedan ? Even the noblest of his 
works, if compared to him, are but as dust and 
ashes. How much more must human conceptions 
fall short of his infinite perfections. His smile and 
favor renders men forever happy, and to obtain it 
for your children, the best method to obtain it for 
them, is to cut off when infants, a little bit of skin 
about half the breadth of a farthing. The Getes 
were genuine Theists and Unitarians, they asserted 
their God was the only true God, yet every fifth 
year, they sacrificed a human being whom they 
sent as messenger to him, to inform him of their 
wants. When it thundered, they became so pro
voked, that in order to return the defiance, they let 
fly arrows at him, and declined not the combat as 
unequal, so says Herodotus, “ It is remarkable that 
the principles of religion have a kind of flux and 
reflux in the human mind, and men have natural 
tendency to rise from Idolatry to Theism, and to 
sink again from Theism to Idolatry.” Men, but 
with few exceptions, never elevate their contempla
tion so as to discover the Supreme mind, the admir
able work they see, they consider in a confined and 
selfish view, and finding their happiness to depend 
on secret influences and unforeseen occurrences of 
external objects, they regard with perpetual atten
tion the unknown causes which govern all natural 
events, and distribute ill and good by their power
ful but silent operations. The unknown causes are 
appealed to on every emergence, and thus become 
the perpetual objects of human fears and hopes. By 
degrees, the imagination uneasy in this abstract con
ception of ideas, begins to render them more par
ticular, and to clothe them in shapes more suited 
tp its natural conception. Hence the origin of Re
ligion, and of Idolatry, and Polytheism.

The anxious concern of man will not allow him 
to remain long in the first simple conception. Exr 
aggerated praises swell the idea of them, and elevat
ing the deities to the utmost perfection, at last be
gets attributes of unity, simplicity, Infinity, and 

i Spirituality. These ideas being disproportioned to 
vulgar comprehension, remain notiong in their' 

' original purity, but require to be supported by ex-

tenor mediators and subordinate agents, which in
terpose between man and the Supreme God; these 
Demi-Gods partaking more of human nature, be
come more familiar, and eventually become tbe 
chief objects of devotion, and gradually real idol
atry, then falling into grosser and more vulgar con
ceptions, at last destroy themselves and make the 
tide of opinion again turn to pure Theism. This 
tendency to turn back, some Theists, the Jews, the 
Mahomedans, have been aware of, and have forbid
den the arts of statuary and paintings in represent
ing even the human figure, for small is the transi
tion then to represent the invisible. Men by their 
feebleness are not satisfied with conceiving their 
deity as a pure Spirit, yet their fears prevent their 
imputing to him the least shadow of limitation or 
imperfection. They fluctuate between two opin
ions, a Spiritual Deity to a corporal one, and from 
a corporal one to a statue or visible representation.

Polytheism being founded on tradition, is liable 
to have any. practice, however corrupt, authorized 
by it, thus full scope is left for knavery to impose 
upon credulity. It has this advantage, it admits 
the gods of other sects and nations to shade the 
divinity, and renders all with their rites and cere
monies compatible with each other. Theism by 
presenting one sole Deity, banishes everything fri
volous unreasonable, or cruel from religious, wor
ship, and sets before men the most commanding 
motives of justice and benevolence.

Idolatry is of a tolerant spirit. When the oracle 
of Delphi was asked, what rites were most accept
able to the gods, it answered those legally establish
ed in each city. In those ages, even priests could 
allow salvation to those of a different communion. 
The Romans adopted the gods of a conquered peo
ple, and never disputed the attributes of the deity 
of the territory in which they resided, Egypt ex
cepted. Those nations which maintain the unity 
of God, are the most intolerant. The implacable 
and narrow spirit of Judaism is known. Tbe Ma
homedans announce damnation to all other creeds. 
The Christian toleration proceeds from the steady 
resolution of the civil magistrate, in opposition to 
the continual efforts of bigots and priests. The 
disciples of Zoroaster shut the doors of heaven to 
all but the Magians.

When Theism forms the fundamental principle 
of any popular religion, that tenet is so conformable 
to sound reason, that philosophy is apt to incor
porate itself with it, and if tbe dogmas of the sys
tem be contained in a book, such as the Alcoran, 
or be determined by a visible authority, as the Ro
man Pontiff speculative reasoners naturally carry 
on their current, and embrace a theory which has 
been instilled into them from their earliest educa
tion. But as these appearances often prove deceit
ful, philosophy will soon find herself unequally 
yoked, and instead of regulating each principle as 
they advance together, she is at every turn per
verted to save the purposes of superstition. For 
besides the unavoidable incoherencies, which must 
be reconciled and adjusted, one may safely affirm 
that all popular theology, especially the scholastic, 
has a kind of appetite for absurdity and contradic
tion. If that theology went not beyond reason 
and common sense, her doctrines would appear too 
easy and familiar. Amazement must of necessity 
be raised; mystery affected; darkness and ob
scurity sought after, and a foundation of merit 
afforded to devout votaries who desire an oppor
tunity of subduing their rebellious reason by the 
belief of the most unintelligible sophisms.” “To 
oppose the torrent of scholastic reason by argu
ment,is like pretending to stop the ocean with a bul
rush. Will you set up profane reason against sa
cred mystery ? No punishment is great enough 
for such impiety. The same fires which were kin
dled for heretics, may be lighted for philosophers.” 

“ It must be allowed, the Roman Catholics are a 
very learned sect, yet Averroes, the famous Ara
bian, declares that of all religions, the most absurd 
and nonsensical, is that whose votaries eat, after 
having created their deity.”

It is to be observed, notwithstanding the dogma
tical and imperious style of all superstion, the con
viction of the votaries is more affected than real, 
and rarely approaches to that solid belief and pet? 
suasion which governs them in the affairs of life. 
They dare not avow even to themselves the doubts 
they entertain. They make a merit of implicit 
faith and disguise to themselves their real infidelity, 
by the most positive bigotry, but nature is too bard 
for them, and suffers not these obscure glimmerings 
to equal the strong impressions made by common 
sense and experience.

A cause which rendered the ancient religion looser 
than the modern is, that the former was traditional 
and the latter scriptural. The stories of the Gods 
were as numberless as the Christian legends, and 
altho every one believed a part of these stories, yet 
no one could believe or know the whole; while at 
the same time all must have acknowledged that no 
one part stood on a better foundation than the rest.

The difference between the ancients and moderns 
is only in degree—an ancient will place a stroke of 
impiety and one of superstition through a whole 
discourse ; a modern often thinks in the same way, 
though he may be more guarded in his expressions. 
Livy acknowledged, as frankly as any divine would 
at present, the common incredulity of tbe age, but 
then he condemns it as severely. And who can 
imagine that a national superstition, which could 

i delude so great a man, would not also impose upon 
the generality of the people.

The Greeks condemned Socrates for respecting 
■ the fables of Saturn and Jupiter, yet Socrates tells 

us the Immortality of the soul was the received 
• opinion of the people. Xenophon’s conduct is at 

once an incontestible proof of the general credulity 
, of men in those ages, and the incoherencies, in aU

ages of mens opinions and religious belief. Cicero 
whom his own family affected to be a devout relig
ionist, did not scruple in the open court to treat the 
doctrine of the immortality of the soul as a most 
ridiculous fable.

“ There is a fact which may be worth the atten- 
of those who make human nature a subject of en
quiry. In every religion, however sublime, the 
verbal definition it gives of the Divinity, many of 
the votaries will seek the divine favor not by virtue 
and good morals but either by frivolous observances, 
intemperate zeal, rapturous cxtacies, or by the 
belief of mysterious and absurd opinions. The best 
part of the Saddai and Pentateuch consist in pre
cepts of morality and that part is always the least 
observed. When the Romans were attacked by 
pestilence they never ascribed their sufferings to 
their vices, or dreamed of repentance. Never 
thought they were the general robbers of the world, 
whose avarice had made desolate the earth. They 
only created a dictator who drove a nail into a door, 
by means of which they thought they had sufficient
ly appeased an offended deity.”

“ If we could suppose a popular religion were 
found, in which it was declared that nothing but 
morality should gain the divine favor—and an order 
of priests was formed to inculcate this opinion by 
daily sermons—so inveterate is prejudice, that for 
want of some superstition the people would make 
their veiy attendance on these sermons the essent
ials of religion, rather than place them in virtue and 
good morals. The sublime prologue of Zaleucas’ 
laws did not inspire the Locrians with sounder 
notions of the measures of acceptance with the Deity 
than were familiar to other Greeks.” It is univers
ally the case that men degrade their deities unto 
similitudes with themselves and consider them as 
species of human creatures somewhat more potent 
and intelligent.

“ Tt is not satisfactory to say the practice of mor
ality is more difficult than superstiion and is there
fore to be rejected. Not to mention the penances 
of the Bramins, it is certain on the Rhamadan. The 
Mahomedans for days, in tbe hottest months of the 
year, and in some of the hottest climates of the 
world, fast from the rising to the setting of the sun. 
Tlie four Lents of the Russians, and the austerities 
of some of the Romish saints appear more disagree
able than meekness and benevolence, and the pract
ice of moral duty. In short all virtue, when men 
are reconciled to it by ever so little practice, is 
agreeable. All superstition forever odious andbur- 
thensome.

Tbe solution of the difficulty may be this. The 
social duties are performed because they cannot be 
neglected without breaking through all ties of nature 
and morality—but a man if truly virtuous is drawn to 
his duty without effort. So in regard to more aus
tere virtues—as temperance, integrity, filial duty 
and public spirit, the moral obligation removes all 
pretence to religious merit, and virtuous conduct.is 
esteemed as no more than what we owe society and 
ourselves. In this a superstitious man finds nothing 
which shall commend him to divine favor. He does 
not consider that the most genuine method of serv
ing his God is by promoting the happiness of his 
creatures. Any practice recommended him which 
either serves no purpose in life, or offers violence to 
his natural inclination he adopts, and if by the prac
tice he sacrifices his ease and quiet, his claim appears 
to rise on him in proportion to the zeal he discovers. 
In restoring a loan or paying a debt his God is not 
beholden to him, because these were acts he was 
bound to perform, but if he fast a day, or whip 
himself, this in his opinion has a direct reference to 
the service of his God. Hence the greatest crimes 
have been found compatible with a superstitions 
piety and devotion. It has been observed that en
ormities of the blackest dye are apt to produce 
superstitious terrors and increase the religious pas
sions. Bomilicar the Carthagenian, and Cataline the 
Roman, are instances. So after the commission of 
crimes there arises remorse, which permits no rest 
to the mind, but forces it to have recourse to religious 
rites and ceremonies in expiation of offences. What
ever weakens or disorders the internal frame pro
motes the interests of superstition, and nothing is 
more destructive of it than a manly, steady virtue. 
Barbarity and caprice, however nominally disguised 
universally forms the ruling character of the Deity 
in popular religions. Priests are ever ready to 
foster such thoughts, for the more tremendous the 
Deity is represented, the more tame and submissive 
do men become to his ministers.

Though men may be so ignorant as not to see a 
Sovereign Author in the more obvious works of na
ture, yet it seems scarcely possible that a person of 
good understanding should reject the idea when 
suggested to him. The uniform laws which prevail 
throughout the universe leads us to conceive this 
intelligence is undivided, and single, when the pre
judices of education do not oppose so reasonable a 
theory. Even the contrarieties of nature become 
proofs of some consistent plea, and establish one 
single purpose and intention. Good and ill in life 
are universally intermingled, the draughts of life, 
according to the poets fiction, are always mixed 
from vessels in each hand of Jupiter. The more 
exquisite the good, the sharper the pang allied to it, 
&c. In general no course of life has such safety as ■ 
the temperate and moderate which maintain as far 
as possible a mediocrity in every thing.

“ As the good, the great, the sublime are found 
in the genuine principles of Theism it may 
be expected from the analogy of nature, the 
base, the absurd, the mean and terrifying will be 
discovered equally in religious fictions and chim- 
eras.’1

“ The universal propensity to believe in invisible 
intelligent power, if not an original instinct, maybe 
considered a kind of mark which the divine work
man has set on his work.”

What so pure as some of the morals included in 
some theological systems, and what so corrupted.as 
some of the practices to which these systems give 
rise. , . .

The length to which this article has reached pre
vents me, as I intended, remarking upon some of i 
the passages. I refrain, without concern, feeling 
sure that our Spiritual friends, by tbeir first appre
ciation of the good and true> wil1 Le themselves 
enabled to detect what fallacies there may be in the 
propositions of Mr. Hume.
r IaBrotherhood, lam, S. B,

ism. To one who Justly considers, the gods of the 
Polytheists are no better than the elves and fairies 
of our ancestors. These gods had no first prin
ciple of mind or thought, no supreme government, 
no divine contrivance or intention in the fabric cf 
the world. The Lacedemonians when engaged in 
war, put up their prayers early in the morning 
to be beforehand with their enemies, and as 
being the first solicitors, pre-engaged the gods 
in their favor. The Tyrians when besieged 
by Alexander, chained the statue of Hercules, to 
prevent the deity deserting to the enemy. Augus
tus having twice lost his fleet, forbid the statue of 
Neptune to be carried in the procession of the gods, 
and fancied he had sufficiently avenged himself by 
that expedient. After the death of Germanicus,
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Neptune by seamen, Mars by warriors, Ceres by I the peOp]e were so enraged at the gods, that they 
husbandmen, and Mercury by merchants. Each stoned them in their temples, and openly renounc-
natural event is supposed to be governed by some 
intelligent agent, and may be the subject of pray
ers or thanksgiving. In Hesiod’s time there were 
30,000 deities.

To carry mens’ attention heyond the visible 
course of things, and lead them to infer an invisi
ble intelligence, some passion must prompt their 
thought, some motive urge the enquiry; but to 
what passion shall recourse be had to explain the 
effect of so mighty a consequence—not purely spe
culative curiosity, or pure love of truth; that 
would be too refined for gross apprehensions, and 
would lead to an enquiry into natural causes—a 
subject too large for narrow capacities. The pas
sions, therefore, which would work upon barba
rians, could only be the ordinary affections of life— 
concern for happiness, dread of future misery, ter
ror of death, thirst for revenge, and appetite for 
food.

Man is placed in the world as in a theatre, 
where the true spring and causes of every event 
are hidden, nor has he sufficient wisdom to see and 
prevent the ills with which he is continually 
threatened. He hangs in suspense between life 
and death, health and sickness, plenty and want, 
which are distributed by secret and unknown 
causes, whose operation is often unexpected and 
always unaccountable. This then becomes an ob
ject of fear, and the passions are kept in alarm by 
an expectation of events, and the imagination forms 
ideas of those powers on which man has so entire 
a dependence. Could man anatomize nature, he 
would find the causes are nothing but the particu
lar fabric and structure of the minute parts of his 
own body and of external objects, and that by a 
regular and constant machinery all the events, 
about which they are so anxious, are produced. 
This philosophy exceeds the comprehension of the 
ignorant, who cannot conceive of the 'imkiioirn 
cmisas in a general and confused manner. The 
more they consider these causes, and the uncer
tainty of their operations, the less satisfaction they 
meet with in t 
abandon so arduous an inquiry were it not for a 
propensity in human nature which leads to a sys
tem which gives a seeming satisfaction. There is 
a tendency in man tn conceive all beings like them
selves; thus, they find faces in the moon, armies 
in the clouds, and malice or good will in every
thing which hurts or pleases them. Philosophers 
cannot entirely exempt themselves from -this natu
ral frailty. The absurdity is not less when human 
passions arid infirmities are transferred to the 
Deity, representing hirn as jealous, revengeful, ca- i 
pricious, and partial, in si 
man in all but his si
It is no wonder, then, that man, being I, 
causes, and anxious concerning them, should ac
knowledge a dependence on invincible powers pos. 
scssed of sentiments and intelligence.

In proportion as men’s lives are governed by ac
cidents, as gamesters, sailors, they are always more j for affirming that the statue of Minerva in the cita- 
superstitious. So, before the establishment of order I del was no god, but the workmanship of Phidias 
and government, men being subject to fortuitous I the sculptor. What degree of reason is to be ex
accidents, it was natural that superstition should i pected in the religious belief of the ignorant of 
prevail, and put men on enquiries concerning the 
invisible powers who dispose their lot Ignorant 
of science, and too little curious to observe the ad
mirable adjustment of final causes, they remained 
unacquainted with the first supreme creator, who, 
by his Almighty will, bestowed order on the whole 
frame of nature. Being unable to comprehend 
this grand unity, they supposed these deitieB, how
ever potent and invisible, to be nothing but a spe
cies of human creatures. Such limited beings, in
capable of extending their influences everywhere, 
must be vastly multiplied to answer that variety

ed all allegiance to them. To ascribe the origin 
and fabric of the universe to these imperfect beings, 
never entered into the imagination of any poly
theist, and it was supposed that gods and men 
sprung equally from the unknown powers of na
ture. Pandora is the only instance of a creation, 
and she was formed by .the gods in despite to Pro
metheus, who furnished men with the stolen fire 
from the celestial regions. The ancient mytholoj 
gists seem to have embraced the idea of generation, 
rather than of creation, and thence accounted for 
the origin of the universe.

It was late before the philosophers bethought them 
to have recourse to a mind or supreme intelligence 
as the first cause of all, and so common was it in 
those days to account for the origin of kings with
out a deity, that Anaxagoras, the first undoubted 
Theist amongst the ancients, was the first who was 
accused of atheism. Epicurus when a boy, read
ing the verses of Hesiod—“ eldest of beings, chaos 
first arose, next earth wide stretched the seat of 
all, whence chaos, said Epicurus?” He was told by 
his preceptor that he must have recourse to the 
philosophers for a solution. On this hint, Epicurus 
left philosophy to betake himself to that science, 
from which only he could obtain satisfaction with 
regard to these sublime subjects.

Not only in their first origin, were the gods sup
posed to be dependent on nature, but through the 

| whole period of their existence, they were subject 
to the dominion of fate or necessity. Agrippa in 
addressing tbe Roman people said : Think of the 
force cf necessity to ichieh even the Gods must sub
mit.

“ Whoever learns by argument the existence of 
invisible intelligible power, must reason from the 
admirable contrivance of natural objects, and must 

! suppose the work to be the workmanship of that 
I Divine Being, the original cause of all things.” The 
| ignorant Polytheist so far from admitting that idea, 
| defies every part of the universe, and conceives all
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men’s propensity is to believe invisible intelligent 
power in nature, their propensity is equally strong 
to rest their attention on sensible, visible objects. 
In the mythologies of the ancients, plain traces of 
allegory can be seen. That they are entirely perfect, 
is not to be expected. Tbe deities were so little 
removed from human creatures, that men affected 
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Bo long aa Men are Honest, bo long will Success follow 
in the Footsteps of their Labors.
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bad, just or unjust,

DR. DODS' EXPLANATION.
According to the published notice, this notorious 

expounder of Spiritualism, delivered his first lec
ture at the Stuyvesant Institute on Sunday evening, 
January 20. The audience filled tbe house to its 
utmost capacity, and many had to go away because 
they could not bo accommodated with seats.

This anxiety to hear the explanation of Dr. Dods, 
was very natural, for his issue with Spiritualism 
had all the positiveness of an experienced thinker, 
and a close reasoner, and, for the time, turned the 
popular excitement away from an examination of 
the manifestations of the Spirits, by the plausibility 
of his theory, and the determined positiveness of his 
logic.

Of the many views and reviews which the pub
lication of his “ back brain theory” called out, it 
were useless now to speak, more than to say, 
that, whether good or
they all tended to enhance the importance of the 
controversy, and associate the name of Dr. Dods 
more permanently with the progress of the argu
ment and the developments of the phenomena. 
We say, naturally enough, therefore, the anxiety 
to hear, and the desire to know the cause or causes 
of Dr. Dods’ conversion to Spiritualism, was great, 
and the curiosity commendable.

And now that we have the explanation, not a few 
have asked us—Wbat do you think of it? for 
many seem as puzzled by the explanation as they 
were previously amazed at the Doctor’s philosophy. 
The reader, too, doubtless, has asked “many a 
time and oft” a similar question, and would like 
to know what caused the “ old man eloquent,” the 
“ renowned philosopher” and “ discoverer in 
science,” to pass from the championship of mate
rialism and popular cant to an acceptance of the 
“impossibles" of Spiritualism—a curiosity which we 
would be glad to gratify, were it fully in our power 
As it is, however, we will attempt to outline some 
of tbe most prominent phases of tbe Doctor's ex
perience, hoping that ere long he will publish his 
lecture, and thus give as large a circulation to the 
explanation and correction, as he gave to his theory 
of the Manifestations.

The Doctor commenced his lecture by referring 
to the criticisms, personal and otherwise, which tne 
friends and foes of Spiritualism had mado on the 
Doctor, and the supposed Motives tbat prompt
ed him to take tbe popular side against Spiritual
ism.

The extracts be selected and read from the 
Spiritual and secular press, were amusing, if not 
instructive, as they illustrated that controversy and 
criticism may have their funny sides as well as the 
more broad and humorsome phases of life. The 
Doctor premised these, however, to show there was 
as much and as good authority for him and his 
philosophy, as against him.

To explain the change in his feelings, however, 
it was necessary to go back to bis boyhood, for it 
now seems the Dr. has been a medium “ from his 
youth up.” In his twelfth year, he saw the Spirit 
of bis father twice-, who gave an outline history of 
his life, prophetically stating several things that 
should come to pass. The Dr. however, in his 
youth and inexperience, made confidant of a per
son, telling him some secrets “of the world un- 
kuown,” which was confided by this friend to an
other confidant, and so on, until his faith became 
the gossip of the the town, and his couduct and 
sanity questions for debate.

This petty persecution put an end to his me
diumship, (which the Dr. now thinks was seeing,) 
and prevented any further intercourse with his 
father. Thus ended his first conscious communion 
and intercourse with tbe inhabitants of the Spirit 
world. Time passed on, and the Dr. had grown 
to man’s estate, bad married, become a professor 
of religion, and was a public advocate of orthodox 
theology, believing and teaching the terrors of the 
law, the eternity of punishment, vicarious atone
ment, and the final conditions of all, who should 
die impenitent and unreconciled to the Lord.

While thus believing and teaching, a young 
lady, a friend and relative of his family, committed 
suicide, because some opposition was made by her 
relatives “ to her marrying the man of her choice.” 

This, of course, made a great impression on the 
Dr.’s mind, as he was fully in the belief, the soul 
of this young woman had gone to the “ regions of 
the d unned.” While thus sorrowingfor her double 
loss, he was one evening surprised, and somewhat 
terrified by the appearance of her Spirit; the more, 
as she identified hersejf, by giving the details of 
her earth life history, and explaining the causes 
that prompted her to drown herself.

Tlie Doctor soon became accustomed to the visits 
of this Spirit, and took a deep interest in her com
munications, for her explanations evinced an un
derstanding of, and a familiarity with the general 
laws of the Spiritual world, that naturally tended 
to correct much of the Doctor’s theology.

These and other Spirit manifestations becoming 
public, his dwelling grew immensely famous as “the 
haunted Muse,'' and he again became a subject of 
suspicion and persecution. This Spirit, however, 
ministered the necessary consolation, for she re 
vealed many things to the Doctor, and prophesied 
of events, which were to be particularized in his 
experience, and aid in the development of his cha
racter. A condition, however, was appended, for 
he was to be champion of truth, however unpopu
lar it might prove to be, and should he prove himself 
worthy of this high commission, tbe Spirits, parti 
cularly the Spirit of this young lady, would appear 
to him no more, while the Doctor remained in the 
earth sphere, but failing in his duty, she would 
come to him in “ thirty-two years." Imperfect as 
this outline of the Doctor’s Spiritual experience is 
there is enough in it to surprise the mind, and in
vite inquiry, for nearly all who heard the Doctor’s 
lecture were led to ask how could any reasonabk 
mind be seduced into opposition, and developed into 
a positive antagonist, having had so remarkable and 
extraordinary an experience in Spiritual things_
one, too, whose past life, for thirty years, had been 
modified by the teachings of the Spirits! Indeed, 
the pretensions of the Doctor on the one hand, ano 
his conduct on the other, naturally tend to mystifj 
the man and the subject, for the explanation giver, 
by the Doctor is somewhat difficult of comprchen 
sion.

The Doctor says his investigations and expe
rience, as a ] sychologisl, led him to ask himself the 
question, is not my past experience in Spiritual 
things all phantasy and hallucination ? Are not as 
wonderful things forced on the credence of the 
psychologized subject, as those which character
ized his own experiences ? These and other ques 
tions of a like character, the Doctor asked and an
swered in the affirmative, all of which tended to 
and enforced the conclusion that his Spiritual ex
perience was a delusion and a dream.

How, then, is it possible to convince the Doctor 
of the truth of Spirit-intercourse, or place any re
liance on his-continuing in the Spirit faith?.are 
questions which the Doctor’s explanations and ex
perience have forced on the attention of those who 
heard the one and know the other. The answer of 
the Doctor is at hand. Modern facts and new de
velopments from his old Spirit friends, have given 
him the necessary evidence, which makes his past 
experience whole, and has convinced him of the 
verity of Spiritualism.

In fact, the Doctor avers that the Spirit of the 
young lady who committed suicide thirty-two years 
ago, has appeared to him again, demonstrated her 
identity, and given other Spiritual manifestations, 
which excludes the further possibility of doubt, 
and removes bis skeptic;sm forever. The appear
ance of this Spirit, be it understood, is in fulfil
ment of the promise that, if he was not faith
ful, he should see her at the end of thirty-two 
years.

Much more might be said by way of explana
tion, but we hope this outline will justly represent 
tbe Doctor, and the motives that prompts his ac
ceptance of the Spiritual faith. Still, we wish 
to remind the reader, that the Doctor’s state
ments are, as yet, mere statements, and can have 
but a limited influence, until there is some kind 
of objective and corroborative testimony adduced 
by the Doctor to warrant a more ready and 
spontaneous acceptance of his explanation. Not 
however, because his testimony is not good, but 
because it is wonderful, perplexing and contradic
tory, and the Spiritualist owes it to himself, as well 
as to a rational and consistent philosophy, to see 
that a mere acceptance of the wonderful, does not 
constitute the bond of union among the investiga
tors or the advocates of Spiritualism.

And we would respectfully suggest to the Doc
tor, that he get the necessary testimony to prove 
the historical truthfulness of those manifestations, 
he localizes in Bangor and other parts of the State 
of Maine, as it will prevent skepticism of his mo
tive, statement, and rationality, by those, who may 
not be prepared to look, with the same allowance 
and charity on his philosophic crudities, as the Spi
ritualist will exercise in translating his explanation.

MR. TIFFANY’S LECTURES TO BE PUB
LISHED.

The twelve lectures of this gentleman—delivered 
at the Stuyvesant Institute—having been phoneti
cally reported by Messrs. Graham and Ellinwood, 
and revised by Mr. Tiffany, are now in the hands 
of the printer, preparing for press. The under
standing is, the work is to progress rapidly, so that 
by the early part of the Spring the work may be 
expected. In order to aid progress, and encourage 
Messrs. Graham and Ellinwood in their enterprize, 
(they being publishersand proprietors of the work,) 
many have subscribed for the book, taking one or 
more copies, at the rate of one dollar and fifty cents 
each; and we make this notice in hopes many of 
our readers will send in their names for a like pur
pose.

We hope so, for the lectures will form a consec
utive series of reasonings on the fundamental facts 
of Spirit-life and Spiritual culture, and cannot fail 
of suggesting the need of method in argument, 
though they fail in the classification of all the facts, 
which the providence of history, or the advent of 
Spiritualism, may present

Having heard the lectures delivered, we can 
promise the reader before hand, there is much in 
them of reasoning, argument and philosophy, to 
challenge controversy and awaken criticism; for 
Mr. Tiffany is in the habit of talking “as one hav
ing authority.” This, however, should only inspire 
the reader with a disposition to read the work, for 
the age in which we live needs positive thinkers, to 
bring it back to first principles and make it con
scious of its Spiritual neglects and religious apos- 
tacies.

At present we forbear making any criticism of 
the lectures or the man—for the lectures, being for 
the most part extempore efforts, very naturally 
partook of the inaccuracy in language, and the 
looseness of argument, which more or Jess charac
terize the best popular productions. What we 
have to offer, therefore, of criticism, will be given 
after we have read the work; as then we will have 
Mr. Tiffany’s final corrections and amendments.

In the meantime, if our friends will send their 
names ar.d money along, we will see to it that they 
get the book as soon as possible.

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT.
The popular “Singing Sisters," (the Misses Hall,) 

of Boston, will give their first Vocal Concert at the 
Stuyvesant Institute, on Thursday evening, January 
24, commencing at half-past 7 o'clock. For those 
receiving the early issue of our paper we make this 
notice, as we think the proposed Concert worthy 
tbe attention of all lovers of music. We think so, 
having enjoyed good opportunities for knowing the 
vocal and musical peculiarities of “ the Sisters” and 
hope that their visit to New York may be introduc
tory to that larger field of usefulness, which their 
giftsand culture alike qualify them to fill. It was our 
pleasure to know “the Sisters” some five years 
since, in Boston, when in company with Dr. Cutter, 
the psychologist, they filled the lecture room of the 
Tremont Temple, for over two months—singing six 
nights in the week. The benefits of so protracted 
an engagement must have been great, in a practical 
as well as artistic sense ; for it not only gave them 
confidence in their own powers, but a quick insight 
into, and a ready appreciation of, the wants of the 
public. Beside this, they have had much Spiritual 
experience, for one or more of “ the Sisters” were 
mediums, and all of them go into the “ trance state,” 
and not unfrequently sing their songs in that con
dition. The character and style of their music is 
mostly ballad ; their selections popular, sentimental 
and humorous. We hope those of our friends who 
can, will, by their presence and patronage, encour
age them to go forward in “their mission,” for 
music is a great civilizer.

Cards of admission, Twenty fire cents.

Dr. J. B. Dons will deliver his second lecture at 
the Stuyvesant Institute, on Sunday evening, Jan
uary 27th. Subject“ The Philosophy of Spirit
intercourse, as set forth in the Bible.”

Prevalence of Spiritualism.— A private cor
respondent of an intelligent gentleman who bas 
traveled extensively of Jate in the Western and 
Middle States, writes: “Spiritualism is in almost 
every neighborhood. It does not go abroad, pro
claiming itself in a loud voice; but visits where it is 
least expected. I must say that I am astonished 
to find the subject talked of and investigated by 
people, who a few years ago would have thought 
themselves doomed to everlasting perdition, had 
they dared to manifest even an idle curiosity con
cerning it. If there is anything that makes one 
feel that life is worth living for, it is the glorious 
truths unfolded through Spirit communion.—Spi
ritual Universe. ,

TESTING THE SPIRITS.
Although extreme skepticism is as offensive to 

good taste, as it is destructive to progress, still, 
where investigation is recognized and invited, tests 
must be accepted however varied or seemingly an
gular their phases.

We do noc mean by this, that the inquirer shall 
attempt the improbable, or tortui-e his good sense, 
in order to perplex the Spirits; or make “ the com
munion of saints” an impossibility—but that in all 
candor, he will use such means and methods as 
shall save him from delusion, and prevent others 
from collusion. So far “ test" is both necessary 
and proper, for it restrains both the investigator 
and tbe medium, while leaving the “ balance of 
power” with the Spirit. We offer these reflections 
as introductory to the following from the New 
Church Herald ; as tbe “ tests” suggested, if acted 
on, must annihilate the psychological theory so pop
ular with some in and out of the Swedenborgian 
Church. They will also prevent imposition.

The writer says : “ Let the Spirits lock or unlock 
a door, or wind up a clock, when the key is either 
destroyed or left with a reliable person at a distant 
place ; or provide a table for the purpose, and let 
it be newly painted, or covered with tar, or molas
ses, so that if touched by any present it may dis
tinctly leave the marks upon the hands or clothes, i 
Then let the Spirits break it! Some such experi
ments as these must be surely satisfactory and 1 
convincing, one way or the other, and such as the 1 
earnest advocates of; this doctrine ought not to be J

j backward in presenting,”

But I 
to the

Mary,

For the Christian BpirttuaBst 

TWO PICTURES CONTRASTED.
The lady who permitted me to cut the first pic

ture from a paper in her possession, will understand 
this letter is addressed to her.

Melancaoly Presentiment of Death by a Young 
Lady of Kinderhook, N. Y., and its sad fulfil
ment.—We have to record a most melancholy in
stance of the power of hallucination over the mind 
and health of a highly respectable and intelligent 
young lady of Kinderhook, in this State, who, some 
two years since, while in the enjoyment of robust 
health, was visited one night at her bedside—as she 
affirmed at the time—by an apparition, which in 
solemn accent informed her that at the age of 
eighteen she would be an inhabitant of another and 
a better world. She made the incident known to 
her mother, who vainly endeavored to erase the 
circumstance from the mind of her daughter by 
treating it as the hallucination of a dream. The 
daughter, however, averred that she was in posses
sion of her faculties and wide awake at the time of 
receiving her spiritual visitor; and such was the 
effect it had upon her mind that from a girl, full of life 
and glee, she became thoughtful and reserved, and 
gradually sank under its depressing influence, 
pining gradually, until recently she became a tenant 
of the graveyard just as she was entering upon her 
eighteenth year.—Kinderhook Bough Notes.

I would like to know upon what authority the 
Kinderhook Bough Notes locates the young lady in 
a “ graveyard.” As a “ tenant,” it might be use
ful and instructive to the editor of that paper to 
call on the young lady, and learn tbe nature of the 
occupations and amusements by which she whiles 
away the time in a graveyard, in expectation of a 
material resurrection of flesh and bones, 
will present another picture, as a contrast 
first

“ And the Angel said unto her, fear not 
for thou hast found favor with God.

“ And behold thou shalt conceive in thy womb 
and bring forth a son, and call his name Jesus.”

We have a right to infer that Mary at the time 
of this announcement was in “ robust health.” 
Moreover, if questioned on the subject, she would 
have averred, doubtless, “ that she was in posses
sion of her faculties and wide awake at the time of 
receiving her spiritual visitor.” Doubtless, also, 
Mary “ became thoughtful and reserved,” and such 
was “ the power of hallucination over the mind 
and health of a highly respectable and intelligent 
young lady,” that she actually gave birth to a son, 
as her Spiritual visitor had predicted.

My esteemed friend, permit me to request of 
you a rigid comparison of the two pictures, that 
you may, it possible, detect a difference or a simi
larity in the agency, the announcement, and the 
fulfilment. The second picture in the order of pre
sentation, as you perceive, was drawn long ago, 
among a people claiming to be far in advance of 
all the rest of the world in all that pertains to 
Spirituality, and a knowledge of the true God; yet 
the facts therein set forth were rejected by that 
highly favored people, and by their descendants, 
unto this day. The Jewish Church, first estab
lished as a Spiritual basis, had degenerated into 
mere formalism, and the evidences of its divine 
origin were no longer practical facts.

Tbe first picture presented was drawn in the 
present age, among a people who claim a position 
no less exalted among the nations of the earth. 
We have a Church making the same claims to a 
divine origin, attested by remarkable Spiritual re- 
vealments; yet this same Church and same people 
reject facts every way analogous to those upon 
which their faith is based.

In both cases the people, under the rule of an 
intolerant priesthood, are blinded to the present, 
forbidden the future, and turned back upon the 
mystified past

To an unprejudiced mind, there is a striking 
parallelism between the ancient Jewish and modern 
Christian churches. Each had its birth in stu
pendous miracles, and each, after pasaing through 
fiery ordeals, fell down and worshiped a golden 
calf. Eaoh claimsjto be the only true revelation 
from God, and each claims to possess all necessary 
knowledge in matters of salvation.

I am not writing, my friend, with tbe view'd 
converting you to my way of thinking. In your 
present position, it would be as much as your hap
piness is worth to ask for any more than your 
Church sees fit to give. It is not possible, at pre
sent, for you to turn from the beaten path without 
hazarding the loss of your most valued friend-. 
But I have a motive. I know that the seeds of 
Truth, wherever planted, will spring and bear 
fruit some time in the future. I know that your 
highly sensitive and Spiritual nature is not fed, as 
it might be, from the fountain of Truth. You are 
not half as happy as a Christian has a right to be.

THE MANIFESTATIONS — A MANY-
PHASED ARGUMENT.

It would seem, from the way some persons speak 
and write of Spiritualism and the Manifestations, 
that, as yet, the believers in Spirit Intercourse are 
indebted to the “raps” and “tips” for their best, if not 
their only real proof for Spirit Manifestation. For 
the benefit of such, we select the following facts; 
as they deepen the significancy of the argument, 
while illustrating the many phases the Manifesta
tions have already given to it

The two statements are from the Cincinnati
Spiritual messenger.

“ Prophetic Declaration.—Early in the month 
of October, a little girl belonging to a Presbyterian 
family residing at Clifton, near this city, was visit
ed with a remarkable prophetic impression. She 
announced to her parents that in two weeks from 
that day, at nine o’clock in tbe morning, she should 
die. It was of course at first regarded by the pa
rents as mere childish foolishness, but they soon 
perceived that she spoke with solemn earnestness. 
Her hand was controlled, and under Spirit-influ
ence wrote down, in detail, instructions for her fu
neral ceremonies, and for the disposition of her 
little possessions. Embraced in the funeral arrange
ments was a provision for procuring the services of 
tbe Rev. Mr. Giles, a Swedenborgian minister, of 
whom she had never before heard. She spoke 
with great composure of her approaching departure 
to the Spirit-land. At the precise time which had 
been given, she died, and the family proceeded to 
comply with the written instructions.”

“An Extraordinary Medium.—A little girl about 
ten years old, the daughter of a Methodist preacher 
at New Albany, Ind., has been developed as a wri
ting medium, of an extraordinary character. She 
writes communications with both hands at the 
same time, and upon different subjects, and while 
thus engaged can also converse with persons upon 
subjects distinct from either.

“ The character of the communications thus 
written out through her, are entirely foreign to her 
own thoughts, and above her natural capacity. 
This presents a new phenomena, and would seem 
to indicate that the medium is controlled by two 
different Spirits at the same time. It will defy the 
powers of tbe most skillful and ingenious operator 
of legerdemain.”

Tbe Editor of the -V E. Spiritualist, after quoting 
the above fact, says; “A similar phase of medium
ship was exhibited in the early Spiritual experience 
of an intelligent gentleman of our acquaintance. 
Three intelligences would obviously be manifesting 
themselves at the same moment—1st, the medium 
himself would be engaged in conversation; 2d, an 
intelligence purporting to be a departed Spirit 
would control one hand, to communicate on ano
ther topic; and, 3d, another intelligence would 
control the other hand to write on still another sub
ject, and all at the same time. These cases present 
facts which those philosophers who rely on a sup
posed ‘dual action of the brain’ for explanation of 
the mental phenomena of mediumship, will find it 
difficult to dispose of.”

Of a widely differing character is the following— 
the Manifestation being, for the most part, illustra
tive of the ability of Spirits to operate on and move 
physical bodies. IVe copy from the Spiritual Tele
graph report of a late Conference.

Dr. Hallock said :
“At tbe commencement of a lecture he was de

livering before the Spiritualists of Philadelphia, 
there was a great deal of Spirit Manifestation, in 
the form of rappings, &c., which attracted a good 
deal of notice, and created some little disturbance 
in the minds of the congregation, so that at one 
time he was a little annoyed lest due attention 
would not be paid to what he was saying, and his 
efforts would be lost if that state of things contin
ued. But he soon forgot his concern and went on 
with his remarks, and succeeded in entirely fasten
ing the attention of the whole audience upon tbe 
subject be was endeavoring to present to their 
minds; and while, as he believed, every eye and 
thought in the congregation was directed to him, 
Mr. Gordon— a well-known medium—who then sat 
some distance in front of him, when the room was 
well lighted, rose in the air, without any human 
aid whatever, till the speaker saw his toe resting 
upon the top of tbe back of tbe seat, and he then 
swayed partly around from left to right. By this 
time the eyes and thoughts of the entire congrega
tion were riveted with intense wonder and curiosity 
upon him, when he sank down to the floor. The 
manifestation was imperfect on the part of the pow
er that lifted him up, because it was declared by 
tbe Spirits that it was their intention to float him 
over the congregation, and land him on the plat- Your mind ’S fully prepared for knowledge ; it now 
form by the side of the speaker, which be (Dr. II.) j lives on faith. 
had no doubt they would have done, had the con
ditions permitted; but he thought tbe intense curi
osity of the audience was a hindrance to its suc
cessful accomplishment. Still it remained a ques
tion, how came that man up in the air in that 
congregation, when no human being could have 
lifted him up, without being instantly detected in 
the act ? The speaker thought it a phenomenon 
entirely beyond the sphere of ordinary causes 
operating in the world; and that the fact of its 
occurrence in a large assembly added significance 
to it. Its effect, instead of abstracting the atten
tion of the audience from the lecture, tended to 
increase their interest in it; ‘ and,’ said the speak
er, ‘I think I may say that I never was in an 
assembly of men where so much serene joy and 
unanimity existed, as was manifested there last 
Sunday afternoon. They felt that it was good for 
them to be there. I cannot describe the occasion 
in words.’ ”

This knowledge can be obtained 
without incurring the ban of popular opinion, for 
you are a medium of a high order.

In the only conversation we ever had on the sub
ject of Spiritual'sm, I believe I met all your objec
tions against it, but one. That one was, that we 
had no right to pry into the future.

The answer to that objection is found in Paul’s 
epistlejto the Phillipians. Paul ssys: “ But this
one thing I do, forgetting those things which are 
behind, and reaching forth uDto those things which 
are before.”

Now, it is well known that the pretended fol
lowers of Paul, in our day, pursue a reverse 
eoure. But, as respects your individual case, the 
time is near when you will look the other way. 
My motive for writing to you is to disturb the wa
ters, and leave the rest to those bright beings that 
hover around you. You are not writing Spiritual 
poetry for nothing. The mind that can be made 
tbe channel for such effusions as have passed 
through your mind, cannot always wear the rusty 
shackles of creed and custom. Were it expedient, 
I would be glad to have you draw up a list of ob
jections to the current phenomena, and forward it 
to my address. I will undertake to answer you 
by quotations from the New Testament I give 
you the preference over your minister, becau.se 
your talent is infinitely above his. There is an 
advantage to be derived from a discussion with one 
who is capable of giving ideas in exchange for 
ideas.

Allow me to refer you to a circumstance. You 
had a friend gifted with a rare talent of poesy. She 
passed away from earth, and subsequently, when
ever your soul was sad and sorrowful, the thought 
of her would suddenly illuminate your mind to 
give utterance to your choicest poetic gems. That 
very circumstance is worthy of consideration. 
What was it that made your mind so prolific of 
sweet sentences, with scarcely an effort ? Was it 
sorrow, or was it an unbidden thought of a dead 
person’s? Is poetry something or nothing? If 
something, it must have something for its source, 
and that something must be intelligent. Now, 
thinking of your departed friend did not produce 
the poetry; but is it not possible that you might 
have attracted her Spirit to you by your need of ' 
sympathy ? And at such a moment, when your 
receptive organs were exquisitely tender, is it not i 
possible that your angel friend may have been the , 
author—yourself but the instrument, of that poe
try, which you find yourself able to write only on 1 
particular occasions ? Is not there a philosophy in ‘ 
it that you have not yet fathomed ? Think of it

S. M. Peters.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN A SPIRIT
UALIST.

The distinction so often made and insisted on be
tween ancient and modern Spiritualism, however 
absurd it may appear to the mind of large, genial 
and universal sympathies, has been rendered neces
sary, by the issues of the sectarian, for while he be
queaths tbe gift of inspiration and the boon of 
“ Revelation” to the past, he pronounces imposture 
and delusion on all, who recognize these unfoldings 
of the Infinite as characteristic of the present.

Should the Spiritualist, therefore, insist in keep
ing and making the distinction final, there will be a 
line of demarcation drawn between the souls of men, 
which must be as fatal to progress and the true 
harmonization of the race, as the obstinacy of the 
Jew, the intolerance of the Romanist, and the dog
matism of the Churchman have been pernicious to 
the world’s culture. There may be danger in this 
direction, for it has been aptly said,

“In pride, in reasoning pride our error lies : 
All quit their sphere and rush into the skies, 
Pride still is aiming at the blest abodes, 
Men would be angels, angels would be Gods.” 
The true Spiritualist, however, will see the ne

cessity of avoiding all extremism, since isolations, 
exclusions and antagonisms have been the cause of 
most of our social evils, while ministering to, and ■ 
fostering Spiritual pride and all kinds of mental ex
cesses. And to help progress in this direction, we 
republish the following letter of Benjamin Frank- ' 
lin, as its good sense and modesty, as well as ra- 1 
tional appreciation of the general Providence of 1 
God, cannot but interest and instruct the reader, if 1 
perused with a desire to know the truth.—Ed, Ch. ' 
9pt.

Philadelphia, June 6, 1753.
Dear Sib : I received your kind letter of the 2d

your

instant, and am glad to hear that you 
strength. I hope you will continue mendin'*5' 
you recover your former health and firtnneJ 
me know whether you still use the cold bath 
what effect it has. As to the kindness v(> 
tion, I wish it could have been of J 8 
vice to you ; but if it had, the only thank ** 
should desire are that you would always f 
to serve any other person that may need ' 
sistance ; and so let good offices go 
mankind are all of a family. For my otn, ■ 
when I am employed in serving others 1 
look upon myself as confering frvors, b’ut ? '• 
debts. In my travels, and since my setfl 
have received much kindness from men to ; 
shall never have an opportunity ofaui.-^- 
least direct return; and numberless 
God, who is infinitely above being benefit?4 
our services. Thesejrindnesses from uieo I 
therefore, only return to their fellow 1 
can only show gratitude to God by a readiE * 
help his other children, and my brethren , *15 
not think that thanks and compliments Ifo* q 
peated weekly, can discharge our real '
to each other, and much less to our Create11® ' 
will see by my notion of good works, that I 
from expecting heaven by them. jjj. !
understand a place of happiness infinite inf'*' 
and endless in duration. I can do nothin ’ 
serve such a reward. He that forgivuJ'V0 ' 
of water to a thirsty person, should ex^ct f6?4 i 
paid with a good plantation, would be modesti°tv 
demands, compared with those who think th 
serve heaven for the little good they do 0 '
Even the mixed imperfect pleasures we ’
this world, are rather from God’s goodnesl' 
our merit; how much more so the happineZ' 
heaven ? For my own part, I have not the raj 
to thtDk I deserve it; but content myself jn J'i 
mittin g to the disposal of that God, who made 2 
who has hitherto preserved and blessed me anF 
whose Fatherly goodness I may well confide tte 
he will never make me miserable, and the ajfe.

, tions I may at any time suffer, may tend to my be. 
nefifi The faith you mention has, doubtless, fe 
use in the world. I do not desire to see it

' cd, nor would I endeavor to lessen it in any mu? 
but I wish it were more productive of good woifc 
than I have generally seen it. I mean nd 
good works; works of kindness, charity, mem 
and public spirit; not holiday-keeping, ’Mnss 
reading or hearing, performing church ceremonis 
or making long prayers, filled with flatteries 
compliments, despised even by wise men, and mud! 
less capable of pleasing the Deity. The worship^ 
God is a duty; the hearing and reading of sermon! 
may be useful; but if men rest in hearing and pray.1 
ing, as too many do, it is as if a tree should valui 
itself on being watered and putting forth leaves,! 
though it never produced any fruit.

Your great Master thought much less of thes^ 
outward appearances and professions than many 
his modern disciples. He preferred the doers of th;1 
word to the mere hearers; the son that seeming 
refused to obey his father, and yet performed fe 
commands, to him that professed his readiness, bj 
neglected the work; the heretical but charitabi; 
Samaritan, to the uncharitable though orthodoi 
priest and sanctified Levite; and those who pTi 
food to the hungry, drink to the thirsty, raimentto 
the naked, entertainment to the stranger, andrdid 
to the sick, though they never beard of his nio; 
he declares shall in the last day be accepted: wha 
those who cry Lord ! Lord ! who value themselns 
upon their faith, though great enough to perform 
miracles, but have neglected good works, shall k 
rejected. He professed that he came not to call th 
righteous, but sinners, to repentance; which im
plied his modest opinion that there were some is 
his time so good that they need not hear even fe 
for improvement; but, nowadays, we have sorts 
a little parson that does not think it the duty d 
every man within his reach to sit under his petty 
ministrations, and that whoever omits them offeni 
God. B. Fbanklb.

[For tba ChrlBHan Spiritualist.']

NOTES BY THE WAY. ,
NO. XXIV. -

Providence, R. I., Jan. 21, 1856.
Brother Toohey,—Since writing my last epistle, 

I have had a reward for my labors above all price; 
tbe full value of which I feel cannot be estimated, 
till I look upon its fruition in the light of eternity. 
Men on earth may labor and toil to lay up for 
themselves riches and honors upon earth; but give 
me my reward in the salvation of my brother man 
from the slavery of Superstition and Error, and in 
beholding their freedom and joy in the future life. 
\V hat are the toys of earth in comparison with 
those riches and honors, imperishable, after which 
I most ardently aspire ?

While these thoughts are flowing from my pen, 
I cannot help adverting to the pitiable condition of 
those who, having received the truths of Spiritual
ism, are afraid to stand forward and confess them 
before men ! Surely, the Angels of God must feel 
ashamed of the conduct of such ; and bitterly will 
they reflect on their own inconsistency and infidel
ity to the cause of Truth, when they pass away 
from earth into that condition of life, where every 
thought shall be clearly read, and where they will 
feel the effects of all the acts of their earth-life, with 
that self-condemnation which must of necessity 
follow. Alas! alas! ! How have the anathemas 
of the pulpit, in all ages, hindered the progress of 
mind! ■*

Oh, brethren and Sister! believers in Spiritual 
Truth—Awake ! arise! be honest! be fearless! and 
do work in accordance with that which thou 
feelest to be just; and thy reward is sure, and ever 
with thee. I know not why I have been led to write 
thus; yet I feel that there is a purpose, which will 
be fulfilled.

On Tuesday evening of last week, by invitation, 
I accompanied a number of Spiritualists, (about 
thirty,) on a sleigh ride to Warren. It was a 
splendid evening, and we all enjoyed the trip ex
ceedingly. On our arrival there was, first, the 
supper, which was all arranged under the auspices 
of Bros. Osborn and Knowles. The repast was of 
fowls with sundry fixings, on temperance princi
ples—Nature’s nectar, from the crystal fount, being 
the principal beverage. Creature comforts are 
well in their place, but these are only for the phy
sical. Our Spiritual needs had also to be supplied, 
and to these necessities our good sister Harriet F. 
Huntley most abundantly administered, being con
trolled by a Spirit-friend to speak to us at considera
ble length. And while some were thus feasting 
their minds, others were enjoying themselves in 
another room in the mazes of the dance. About 
12, P. M., we again packed ourselves into the 
sleigh, and returned in high spirits to our respec
tive homes. We felt as a band of brothers and 
sisters, and nothing occurred to mar the pleasure 
of tbe trip.

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings, I 
spent in Pawtucket—that hard place, where a 
month before I could not find a foothold. On this 
visit I occupied the Town Hall, which was capable 
of seating about three hundred, which was well 
filled each evening by a most profoundly attentive 
audience. The greatest interest was evinced ; and 
I hope the ground has been effectually broken up 
to be further cultivated by those who may follow 
after. Let not the laborers forget that the field is 
open in Pawtucket. I was kindly entertained by 
Brother W. Earls; and it will be well for any that 
may desire to visit that place, to direct their letters 
to him. Money, however, must not be their ob
ject ; for the number of Spiritualists, at present, 
are but few.

I have spoken of Mrs. Hundey; this lady re
sides in Paper Mill Village, N. H. She is well con
trolled, and I doubt not in the future will make a 
mark as a public medium. She is one of those few 
female media, who will go forth to labor wherever 
she is required, whether among rich or poor, 
without regard to the amount of remuneration, re
ceiving that which the brethren may feel able to 
contribute toward her expenses. I feel anxious 
that this sister should have a hearing in your city, 
being satisfied that she will be appreciated amongst 
you. I would also recommend her to the atten
tion of Spiritualists generally who may need the 
occasional services of a speaking medium. She may 
be addressed at her residence as above. This lady 
followed me in Pawtucket, with two lectures 
spoken from tbe interior, on the following Sunday, 
which were delivered to overflowing audiences, and 
now I understand that the people are “ asking far 
more."

Yesterday, I delivered two lectures in this city, 
to very attentive audiences, though not so numer
ous as I had hoped. Several whom I had hoped to 
see, were not present I suppose they had suffi
cient reasons, but I wish to suggest to them, that 
there is nothing more distressing to the feelings of 
a laborex- in this cause, than to feel himself unsup
ported by those who should be foremost iD the 
ranks. The too wet, or too dry, too hot or too 
cold, sounds too much like the excuses of the sec
tarian, and should not fall from the lips of the Spi 
ritualist, as a mere excuse.

Next Sunday, I shall again lecture in this city, 
in Amity Hall, afternoon and evening, and I ex
pect, the following Sunday in Worcester. My 
friends will please direct accordingly.

For Truth and Humanity, John Mathew.

For the Christian SplriroiM
THE TRUE LIFE.

Much as has been said and written upon thh 
theme, it cannot but be a matter of the deepest re
gret to the sincere and earnest thinker, that in fe 
glaring light of tbe Nineteenth Century, with all the 
experience of the Past and the Inspiration of the 
Present, shining in upon it, that man has accomplish
ed so little for his own Spiritual needs ; which ast 
Spiritual Being he must understand before he can 
be truly happy.

Men now as in times past who have been highly 
favored in their mental and physical conditions, 
seem (by their actions) to say, to their more hum
ble, and (on the sensuous plane,) less fortunate 
brethren, look at me ! I am better than thou.— 
Take for instance, the individual whose desire for 
fame lies in his worldly possessions, and who, bit
ing been nursed in the lap of luxury, is apt to feel 
that be is made up of finer material than the poor 
son of toil, who has to labor for a scanty pittance, 
and upon whom he looks with supercilious con
tempt. Again, there is the man who is considered 
thrifty, who by a series of fortunate speculations, has 
amassed riches. He may have occasionally driven 
a sharp bargain, and got the better of others br 
his shrewdness, as tbe Business TTorhl term it.— 
Such an one will condescend to aid those whom he 
naturally looks down upon as wanting in what be 
terms "business enterprize, by giving advice, (which 
is about all he ever does give.) He will talk about 
economy, thrift, <tc., all the time holding himself 
up as an illustrious example, worthy of all irnitatior. 
Then we have the man who seeks to lord it over 
his fellow by virtue of his intellectual superiorifr. 
one who in his own perverted judgment is sof-'-1' 
tive, that he is not willing others should enterur. 
an idea at variance with his own peculiar doguis 
Then there is tbe sectarian zealot, who while pro- 
fessing charity to other sects, aye, to the whe't 
world, shows but too plainly in his life a deep root
ed prejudice consigning all who honestly d.'fi’1' 
from him in matters of religion to endless tomtit.

Thus may be traced all existing evils, tolb.epW’ 
tial and selfish development of the mind of roar, 
in his individual and social condition, and mas- 
much as organizations whether Social, Bdigious, or 
Political, must partake of the character of those 
composing them, should it be a matter of surprize 
that so many evils exist, or that Govcrnmints and 
Churches become corrupt

Is it not clearly then every man’s duty to cast 
about him and see if he has not been pursuing s 
phantom, for however fortunate he may have been 
in obtaining wealth, honor and renown, there is slid 
an aching void caused by the unsatisfied wants of 
his Spiritual nature.

Tbe promised Millenial day can never in the M’ 
ture of things dawn upon our world, until Earth't 
children are found earnestly laboring for its con
summation. When by virtue of this preparedness 
of spirit, the mind is fitted to enter into rapport 
with the teachings of the Godlike Nazarene, then 
will the soul be influenced by higher incentives, to 
nobler deeds, becoming unfolded in its hannoni 
relations, then and not till then, may we look
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J. M. BARNES,
Publisher of the LockportWeekly Messenger, a family paper, 

independent on all subjects, devoted to Spiritual and Anti
Slavery principles, $1.50 per year in advance.

Also, dealer in Books and Stationery of all kinds. (Spiritual, 
Anti-Slaverv, and Libera! Books,) and can supply the country 
trade, both 'at wholesale and retail, at New York prices, and 
will send by mail any Book, by remitting the publisher’s 
price for the book and postage.

Lockport, Erie County Pa.

RESIDENCES OF MEDIUMS.

J. B. Conklin, 134 Canal st.
Mrs. Jennie E Kellogg, 625 Broadway.
Mrs. Anna L. Brown, 1 Ludlow Place, corner ol 

Houston and Sullivan sts. 
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MRS. LINES,
CLAIRVOYANT, HEALING AND DEVELOP 

ING MEDIUM,
Will give examinations daily, (Sundays excepted,'! upon 

ALL DISEASES,
At No. 1 Bible Hous.e, Ninlh Street, between Third and 

Fourth Avenues.
Her long experience enables ber to decide with great correct
ness, the nature, location and character of a disease; and advise 
that mode of treatment calculated to prove of great utility to 
patients.

pjy Thue who cannot attend in person, would do well to 
send a lock of hair, for examination. Charge reasonable.

p. S.—A small jre to be sent in all letters containing hair.

ow .«O.ir, -
■hen nope i- high :

healing mediums. __
nnnnrtJSY can be consulted at No. 94 GEBEN 

STEEETfouMMdvs. WeUneoiUye, and irld^r fr°fo 9 A. «. 
until 4 r. M. .

T II i; I> Vi IS o
r: I fan

TO THE AFFLICTED.
THE astonishing cures that have been performed by MBS. 

METTLER'S MEDICINE, of Hartiord, Conn., and those of 
MRS. FRENCH, of Pittsburgh, Pa, when all remedies have 
failed, and the patients given up by their respective physicians 
as hopeless and attested by thousands upon thousands, to whom 
relief has been aforded. Both these ladies are Clairvoyants, 
and w hile in that state the Medicines are prepared. The various 
ingredients of which their Medicines are composed are all from 
the Vegetable kingdom. It is but faint praise to say that of all 
the numerous specifics that have been prepared for all the dis
eases that the human system is subject to, none have been so 
universally successful as the Medicines prepared by these two 
ladies. _ ... , _ .

Sold by SAMUEL BARRY, Sole Agent, Periodical Book 
Store, No. 221 ARCH STREET, Philadelphia. St

not presume to demur to the opinion of the editor ness is unassurning, . social, ' friendly. . Just as a 
of the Gazette on a question of Science, or on a windfall in the ^aoney line is apt to' swell■ into con-

For the Christian Sptrituolist.
O I II L .

t> t'.MIS.
j i iin. : 1.
i:ill.rn ta>f.

! t I. t > nirc:.

> -tt Fahe land.
on the Ie*npe.st .strand:

CL AIR VOY’AACE.
Mr. Editor : I have had veiy favorable 

for |es|ing ihe CUirvoyant powers of Mrs CA^OL‘’ E 
E DORMAN, and feel it my duty to reeommend her to 
th°se who desire to rely on any . CbairvojaF. for the erneof 
disuse. And I make thrn comi^nienUon wnlion. her 
knowledge or consent. I have s^n ,MMNY cxrmi‘r-itt" e’ 
some in company with other medical men, and tte have 
ALL been srtisfaetory. At my request, ebo 
to mulre exarmnaUons for a single dollar for the p , g 
that any one may test her powers. She msy 
32 E. RZdi Btrcct, corner of University Pfoc’b an 
rnake ' cxaninrtions duty from l0 w12, “d fro“ D

J. H- .Wellington, ■ M- D. ,

j-vr tiio Christian Spiritualis'L

HAM I -SCKUPT BOOKv
{ ii rr.hi-

SPIRIT MEDIUM.
Mbs Kellogg receives visitors for investigating tho Spirit 

.VYaiIfetsttons daily, Sundays excepted. Her attendance wi‘h 
Private Circles at ber Booms, C25 Broadway, may be secured by 
PHTo;^ “KieS^Jl for Private Circes, 9 A. M. to 2 P. M; 
Friday and Saturday evenings engaged for the present NooSit- 
tings on Wednesday af.ee 12M **

SPIRITUAL CL.A1R.VOY'ANCE.
ME.S LOPIN L PLATT, has taken Booms . at No. 

CANAL STREET. wVh-e ehe ofL -:-'- ^"“sun-i-thr exarninati°n ans —Formcm oI DbiMres VPRsnipp’of C'-Ie 
vovance. Tti-ms— For Examination and ^rcSeeipti0nl “J--'? 
parties aro prcorn^tt e3; if abingtt.tiy TMmfgTlpht <willohoM 
^eJ5r?!yosesical-oBm&.$,I-g>Moot ott-wi-s«- 

gaged. _______ _________________________ ____ -
MRS. H AYWARD,

G LAIE VO YA NIT,
FOR TOE TREATMENT OF DISEASE,

147 Prospect sL, Brooklyn.

SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS.
MI..s vrISR >bcg leave to announce to thc public ‘hot shoMBs WISRr begl;a'iertoi-e INVESTIGATION OF SPI- 

RrrSPa-r Ew>ta£“d Writing Medium, at No. 658 BROAD- 

”'^nm^1s^!^’o^m la A. a. to 1 p.. it., from 3to 6 p. M., and flout 
7 to 9 f. m., every day and evening. i

Admission 50 _________

Ml. RICARDO
Is ready to eive lessons in modeen Longusges at ‘he Harlem 
Academy, TiOtb-street, terr Sd Avenue. Young gentlemen and 
ladies from ‘he neighboring country, disposed lo leiri dUil,8, 
.he -hl or it ‘he evenfog elaSeS1 mar come trust with-lull 
coifd-nce in Dr. Ricardo as a practical teacher. Tei-ltsbr 
a-reement; but very moderate. Please to address, Mr. Steelc 
Director of the Harlem Academy. _________ _____

HOME FOR SPIRITUALISTS,
NEAR UNION SQUARE, in a house with all the modeen 

iniprex-cments—bath, gas rangel Ac. Two or .fou1 ,eioimsi,to 
let with board. Also, an Office in ‘he basement, suitable for o 
Physician Mesmeric, or CllOrrvooral J'1?"1™ g L0E

At 145 West 10th Bteot, near Sth avenue.
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practical knowledge of the modus operandi of 
“ false, wicked, and tricky Spirits.” Incontrovert- 
ibly, T. S. Arthur is r “ sound-minded” man, for 
he assumes as much, and who dare say nay. But 
hear him again:

“ Swedenborg, who, with reason balanced, en
tered the Spiritual world cormeioudy- and saw and 
heard therein with the eyes and ears of his spirit, 
while he yet remained in the body—a remarkable 
psychological condition in which no other man had 
ever come—has stated the laws of the Spiritual 
world, and the mode- of its action upon the natural 
world, and given large information touching the life 
and activities of Spirits, as well as their qualities. 
Scusual and corporeal spirits, or the spirits of men 
who, while living in this world, found their highest 
delight in mere sensual and corporeal things, after 
separation from their natural bodies, Swedenborg 
tells us, most earnestly desire, for a time, to get 
bock into their lost delights. These ore the spirits 
who, hovering, as it were, on the confines of this 
world, enter the minds of men who seek for inter
course with spirits; and they are, s'rys Sweden
borg, ‘ lirrs and deceivers above rll others.’ No 
one who reads, with even a shadow of credence, 
his relation of the delusive arts of spirits, and the 
fantasies they produce in the minds of other spirits, 
wonder at their power to delude men who ore ig
norant of their quality, and weak enough to credit 
thcir revelations. Modern Spiritualism is, indeed, 
one of the saddest spectacles of the nineteenth cen
tury, and we know of no antidote to the evil, where 
the virus is once active, but a careful study of the 
lows of the Spiritual world, rs given in the writings 
of Rmanurl Swedenborg.”

Of course we are all willing to admit that T. S 
Arthur is good authority for saying, that Sweden
borg entered into a “remarkable psychological con
dition, in which no other mon had ever come.” 
There is nothing unreasonable in assuming to have 
known every man who ever lived previous to the 
time of Swedenborg, neither is it unreasonable to 
suppose that Mr. Arthur is every way competent to 
decide who is r Seer and who is not. In reference 
to “sensual and corporeal Spirits,” he soys: 
“ These are the Spirits who, hovering on the con
fines of this world, enter the minds of men,” Ac. 
This is not to be understood rs the opinion of Mr. 
Arthur. He soys, in so many words, that he knows 
it to be so, which leaves us no alternative but to 
admit that he hrs peretieol evidence of the fact. 
This fact is proof positive of progression in the edi
torial department of the country, which cannot 
fail to encourage every true reformer’. Whot bet
ter evidence of progress do we want, than to know 
that on American editor hrs developed up from 
humbug to Devildom in a few short years. We 
con safely predict, that the Gazette will pass through 
the first circle, or hides, in half the time that is re 
quired for a good Catholic to get through purga - 
tory. His advice to study “ the writings of Eman
uel Swedenborg,” is very good, and we would ex
tend the invitation to all who have not read the 
inspired writings of that truly wonderful mon. 
Once more, ond we leave Mr. Arthur alone in his 
glory :

“ But we hove wondered from Dr. Hore’s book. 
Whrt more shall we say of it ? Only whrt moy he 
said of rll others of its class, that to read it is a 
waste of time; and to put any faith in what the 
communicating Spirits relate, a folly that borders 
on insanity.”

Tll Spiritualists will be so kind rs to make a note 
of this lost extract, ond read no more books on 
Spiritualism, but commit whrt you have to the 
flames at once. You are on the “ borders of in
sanity,” Mr. Arthur soys so.

Having castigated Professor Hare, and the Spirit- 
urlists generally, according to their deserts, Mr. 
Arthur turns the other end of his rod, ond tickles 
the New Church Herald in this wise :

“ This is an earnestly conducted weekly religious 
paper, advocating the doctrines of Swedenborg- 
It is published in this city at $2 r yerr, and is 
edited by Rev. Sabin Hough. The Nc-w- Church 
Herald takes the negative side of the question, 
‘ Con Spirits move material things ?’ and regards 
rll persons who believe that they have seen dead 
material objects moved through the sole agency of 
Spirits, rs having been, for the time time, the vic
tims of a phantasy procured by the Spirits under 
whose influence they hod permitted themselves to 
come-. This is our view of the matter. If neither 
time nor space can be predicated of Spirits, how 
can the-y move things in space ? Tf they are im
material, how can they touch material things? If 
evil Spirits have power to overcome the law of 
gravitation, so for as a table or choir is concerned, 
they have power to do so in things of more impor
tance; to throw down a house, set fire to a curtain 
by raising to it a lighted caudle, or drawing a liuch 
pin from a carrioge wheel—noy, to stop the earth 
n its diurnul motion ! The thing is too absurd. 
T cloud of witnesses, the most respectable and 
truthful, bear undoubted teslimonj' on the subject 
of table moving; but it is for cosier for us to be
lieve that Spirits shadowed thcir external senses for 
a time, and deceived them by cunning phantasies, 
than that they could do things which our reason 
tells us it is impossible for them to do.”

The editor of the Herald also is extremely mo
dest in assuming to know more of what he hrs not 
seen, than the hundreds of thousands of people 
know of whot they have seen, of ‘ dcrd material 
objects moved” by an invisible agency. But Mr. 
Arthur rsks : “ If they (Spirits) ore immaterial, 
how can they touch material things?” Will Mr. 
Arthur excuse my impertinence, if I suggest that 
immaterial, in philosophy, signifies nothing. The 
Spirit of Mr. Arthur may be immaterial, but a real 
Spirit is mrtcrirl in a certain degree of refinement, 
or it would be nothing. Ts regards the power of 
Spirits to “ overcome the low of gravitation,” we 
have plenty of proof that Spirits, both in and out 
of the body, can do it, in rll the coses enumerated 
in the quotation, with the exception of stopping- the 
earth in its diurnal motion. TVien they undertake 
that, they will have about the same effect on it 
that Mr. Trthue's logic will have on Professr Hare’s 
book.

Ts one of the “class of respectable and truth
ful witnesses’' to the table moving, I feel highly 
complimented by the editors of both the Herald- 
and Gazette, and bow in humble submission to their 
judgment on the subject. In return, I would com
pliment both these gentlemen for their simple and 

’ unobtrusive manners, in having lived in this coun
’ try to this dry without having seen a table move 

without visible contact. My dog hrs reached a 
higher point in progression, for he hrs seen it done 
many a time.

Troy, January, 1856.

sequence the shallow mind of the ' miser, so the dis
covery of an intellectual gem is calculated 'to con
vert the professor into a victim of pride and folly, 
whose over valuation of self makes him the sport 
of every spectator. '

Our first fears, on this score, looking forward to 
the visit of Mr. Davis, were strong. Our experience 
has proved it otherwise. Our meeting, and subse
quent friendly exchanges with both him and wife, 
have been like those with old and well-tried friends. 
Let not our brotherhood, even in the most rural 
districts, fear to invite these promising souls to their 
humble roofs. If I judge aright, their social qual
ities have kept full pace with their mental unfold- 
ment, and the most humble will feel at home in 
their companionship. “ God speed tie right, by 
developing into true manhood and womanhood ma
ny of this stamp. May they tread firm in the 
paths which they have chosen, fearless of threat or 
favor; may they prove true reformers, without 
prejudice, regardless of all foreshadowings of re- 
■primand or excommunication that may threaten from 
the A'atican of future authority.

Mr. Davis lectured on Saturday evening at the 
Sanson-street Hall, to r large audience. In this, 
he gave “ his experience as a Seer author, shmeing the 
modus operand! by which he is enabled to quote the 
thoughts of past minds, without reading ; the source 
of his education upon the subjects of Religion and 
DhilasopJhy,” &c., Ac. This lecture was thrillingly 
interesting, and was received with breathless atten
tion. From this we learn that Mr. Davis’s expe
rience, as a magnetic subject, began at his fifth year, 
since which time he has advanced regularly from 
odo branch of this internal education to another, to 
his present elevation. The lecture was taken down 
by Dr. Childs, and we hope will be handed to you 
for publication. Every Spiritualist is interested in 
His history, and may learn from it the true law of 
Spiritual development. Mr. D. remarked, that the 
faculty so prominent in his own history, is alike 
the property of all, and gave the condition of its 
development in every soul.

His lecture on Sunday evening was upon the
Formation of Character.” His plan is not to lop 

off the branches, but to commence at the root of 
the evil. In the laws of procreation, or in a proper 
understanding of them, rests his hope for the fu
ture. He showed the liability of character to 
change, and from this argued the great necessity 
of good example with those who would reform 
mankind. Before and immediately after birth, are 
tSe best periods for successful characterizing, yet 
much can be done after this. Spiritualism can 
never reform the world by preaching and the exhibi
tion of phenomena. The work must begin with self. 
He advised each to procure some congenial souls with 
whom association would be agreeable, and the little 
soLid circle to meet weekly for the kindly interchange 
of thought and the establishment of true harmonial 
development. For each to begin the work: by the ex 
ercise of a kind and loving disposition towards all— 
at home, in business, and in the world of excitement. 
Thus, the reform of Mf would become the great 
lever of the world's redemption. 1 do not here quote 
Mr. Davis’s words, but his substance.

Mrs. Davis lectured twice on Sundrv, to very 
large audiences. Notwithstanding the day was 
stormy, the people showed their appreciation of 
true genius and worth. I think I but give the ver ■ 
diet of our people here, when I say that her morn 
ing lecture, upon the “ Ministry of Angels,” was 
one of the most able, full and classic productions 
yet delivered in our very able cause at the Sanson- 
street Hall. We do not even except Mr. Davis. I 
would recommend that about one-half of the rapid 
stuff dubbed Spiritual, put forth by the unholy 
spirit of speculation, be made a bonfire of to cele
brate the redemption of Spiritualism from the 
crushing fangs of selfishness, and that this beauti - 
ful and truly able work be given to the world in its 
place—not as a speculation, but as r duty and an 
honor to the tax ridden cause. The other lectures 
of Mrs. D. were .all of the same' high order. They 
part from us to-day, with our united prayers for 
their prosperity, and in the hope of soon greeting 
them again. A. C. McC.

For the Christian Sjiritualist- 
STARLIGHT.

BYCORA WILBURN. 1
Moonlight is beautiful, and noonday glorious, yet 

almost overwhelming with its power of dazzling 
light and glowing hues. Sunset possesses a melon- 
choly and tranquilizing charm, and twilight is 
sweet and dream -like. But when the shadows have 1 
deepened into night, and one by one the tremulous ‘ 
lamps become visible in the cloudless dome above, ' 
when silence deepens, and the voices of Nature ' 
sink into und’sturbed repose—when there is no 
moon to soften and to beautify while it floods with 
light the dreamy landscape—naught but the far off 
glorious stars—then there is a deep solemnity, 
much of earnest thought—a spirit of contemplation 
that mingles past memories, present experience, 
and future hope, upon the scene around. And 
hopefully the eye of Faith turns upwards to those 
starry worlds—perhaps the dwelling-places of the 
hearts loved and lost to earth. All pure and gen
tle feelings pervade the musing soul in an hour like 
this. AAc love even the forgeting ones, who heed 
no more our once welcome words. We forgive 
even the bitter enmity that has unrelentingly pur
sued us; and we refrain from rll bitter thoughts 
and angry feelings, for it seems that angel watchers 
are above us, and the influence of better worlds 
around.

Thoughts as solemn as the surrounding stillness, 
fraught with consolation’s soothing power, mingle 
with the subdued light reflected from those distant 
isles of peace, and intuitively our souls question, 
and nature responds, leaving no doubt of future 
good upon the anxiously seeking spirit that yearns 
for a higher knowledge, for the assuring certainties 
of the life beyond. Thoughts too beautiful, too 
soul-fraught for human utterance—thoughts that 
promised Hereafter, immortal whisperings of com
ing joy, of Hope’s realization, of Love’s heavenly 
renewals, of Friendship’s re ■ union, of happiness 

. complete and unalloyed, in the glorious realms of 
unending blessedness—they come to the yearning 
heart in the quiet hour of solemn and still com
munion with self and nature beneath the starry 
skies, the world illumined depths of the divine 

' abodes. It is truly sweet, lovingly consoling, har- 
; moniously soothing, to the world-chafed spirit, to 
■ meditate in the silent hour of night, to hold com
- munion with higher worlds, and feel the unmis
. trkcrblc evidences of angel influences shed upon the 

earthly scene, and the aspiring human heart. 
Moonlight with its beautifying power, sunshine 
with its joy-giving radiance, are sweet when shared 
with others—our earth companions. Starlight is 
beautiful, enjoyed in silence and alone.

Philadelphia, Jan. 18, 1856.

' For tbe Christian Splritnaliat.
A. J. DAVIS AND WIFE, PHILADEL

PHIA.
We have been agreeably disappointed with Mrs. 

Davis. As a general thing, speaking of the intel
lectual, assumption, if not impudence, is the sure 
companionship of worldly greatness. True great-

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Ballads. By William Makepeace Thackeray.

Boston: Ticknok T Fields. 1850.
To those acquainted with the prose compositions 

of this gifted writer, the publication of this volume 
will be good news, as it will enable them to com
prehend the full “ scope and bent” of his genius. 
The volume before us contains every form and 
style of composition consistent with the general 
sphere of the writer, in most of which he shines as 
the humorous, witty, sarcastic and fun-luvingThrck- 
eray. In this plane of development, the name, 
“Makepeace, k significant of the man ; for he fra
ternizes and harmonizes with everything funny, 
odd and angularj^and gives to them [a language

anda history, . although 'at. times he • may: fail to 
comprehend the true • nse of the same. • -

Although the. general • plane of Mr. Thackeray’s 
genius is anti-spiritual, and therefore apt to be 
anti-poetical, there is,; nevertheless, a fine vein of - 
imagery and picture-painting in his nature, which 
cannot fail of interesting the lover of the simple, 
the chaste, and the beautiful; for, in all his efforts, 
there is an appropriateness, of language, and a sim
plicity of coloring, that speaks directly to the in
tellect of the reader. We say intellect, for toe find 
little in the external pictures, so handsomely fra
med, in his poems, that address directly the feelings . 
or speak to the inner man.

We conclude, therefore, that Mr. Thackeray is 
most at home m the novel, and shows to the best 
advantage amid the prose .relations of life, for there 
he is all strength, point, and character. Let not 
those, however, who would comprehend the man
pass this volume by, for, if these poems do not re
present the bent of his genius, they outline and 
set forth some of the outflowings of his soul, which 
may enrich the experience of the reader, and cor
rect some of the stand-points of his observation.

The work is handsomely got up, in the uniform 
style, which characterizes the publications of this 
firm.
Theory of Nutrition: The Treatment of Dis

ease and Philosophy of Healing without 
Medicine. By Laroy Sunderland. Boston, Bela 
Marsh. New York, Sterns A Co. 1855, pp. 216. 
We owe an explanation, if not an apology to 

the author of this book, for not noticing it before, 
but the fact is, our copy was mislaid soon after its 
arrival, and no amount of search on our part could 
make it “turn up again.” But the lost is
found, however, and the delay has given us 
more time to think, for we have long been fa
miliar with the views of Mr. Sunderland, and 
were pleased to see them in r new and enlarg
ed dress. To say who Jirst suggested the idea of 
curing disease by modifying food to the conditions 
of the sick, is beyond our knowledge of medical 
history, but we are safe in saying, the idea is very 
old. Obvicus proof of this can be found in the 
writings of Paul, and the conflicting opinions of 
the early Christians. Still, these ideas were very 
crude, and far from reliable, even as a matter of 
observation, much less as a science and a philoso
phy. In modern times, the controversies that 
grew out of the advent of “ Grrhrmism,” is proof 
also, that food has been long recognized as having 
a marked influence in producing and curing disease. 
These, however, pointed out the need rather than 
supplied the materials for a constructive theory of 
hygeian, for the philosophy of food, like all philo
sophy, can be developed only on observation and 
experience. Observation and experience gave a
knowledge of Physiology, Chemistry, (animal and 
organic,) and in a measure harmonized the general 
economy of nature. It is Mr. Sunderland’s for
tune to five in an age, when these materials are 
abundant, and are to be had almost for the asking. 
How far he has been successful in using them, and 
how reliable his conclusions may be, are depart
ments of the inquiry, into which we have neither 
time nor disposition to enter. Still any attempt 
that promises freedom from the use or abuse of “Me
dicine” must be looked on with favor, after the 
grand masters of the “ Healing Art” have made 
such humiliating concessions about the science (?) 
of Medicine itself. To illustrate this last remark, 
we extract the following from Dr. Isaac Jenning's 
“ Medical Reformer.”

Dr. Rusk remarked, in a public lecture, “ I am 
here incessantly led to make an apology for the in - 
stability of the theories and practice cf physic, 
and those physicians generally become the most 
eminent who have the soonest emancipated them
selves from the tyranny of the schools of physic. 
* * * Dissentions daily convince us of our ig
norance of diseases, and cause us to blush at our 
prescriptions. What mischief have we done, un
der the belief of false facts and false theories ! ' We 
have assisted in multiplying diseases—we have done 
more—we have increased their mortality.

I will not pause to beg pardon of the faculty, for 
acknowledging, in this public manner, the weak
ness of our profession. I am pursuiug truth, and 
rm indifferent whither I am led, if she only is my 
leader.”

Dr. Rusk again : “ It is not a science for a me- 
thodicrl mind. It is r shapeless assemblage of in
accurate ideas, of observations often puerile, of de
ceptive remedies, and of formulas as fantastically 
conceited as they are tediously arranged.”

Magendie, the French Physician and Physiolo
gist.—“ I hesitate not to declare, no matter how 
sorely I shall wound our vanity, that so gross is 
our ignorance of the real nature of the physiologi
cal disorders called diseases, that it would, perhaps, 
be better to do nothing, and resign the complaint 
we are called upon to treat to the resources of na
ture, than to act, as we are frequently compelled to 
do, without the why and the wherefore of our con
duct, and at the obvious risk of hastening the end 
of the patient.”

Dr. Good.—“ The science of Medicine is a bar
barous jargon, and the effects of our medicine on 
the human system are in the highest degree uncer
tain, except, indeed, that they have already de
stroyed more fives than war, pestilence and famine 
combined.”

Dr. Benjamin WY-tr-rouse, after lecturing more 
than twenty years in the Medical department of 
Harvard University, retired, saying : “ I am sick ep 
learned quackery.”

We should have been satisfied with the testi
mony of Dr. Rush on this point, did we not wish 
to remind the reader, that “ drugs" and “ drugging” 
were nearly out of fashion among reformatory peo
ple, and therefore, should be abolished by every 
intelligent Spiritualist.

Much might be said on this point with profit, as 
there is a tendency in some minds to advocate the 
use of drugs and medical nostrums, because the : 
Spirits recommend them ; but it is hardly neces
sary, as the reader, if he purchases Mr. Sunder
land’s book, will find some reflections and sugges
tive hints having a corrective tendency. The work 
(whatever becomes of the theory,) is instructive, 
for it abounds in facts, hints, suggestions, and cri- 

; ticisms, all of which outline the order and method 
| of nature, or point out the disorder and no method 

of society on the philosophy of human life.
The work itself is handsomely got up, and is 

well adapted to the wants of the general reader, 
the style being popular, the type large, and the 
paper good.
Excelsior, or TnE Reformer’s Companion. A 

Monthly Magazine.
' The first number of this issue is before us, illus
trated by a life-like likeness of Henry C. AA’right 
and his “ Wee Darling;” and if the motto on its 
title page is expressive of its spirit, and significant 
of its mission, the Reformer’s Companion cannot 
fail of catholicity in criticism and universality in 
culture. Its motto says : “ It is well to imitate 
the Fathers, if they lead in the Bight way,”, which 
implies appreciation and discrimination—virtues 
without which the “reformer” is apt to be a 
“ sounding brass and a tinkling cymbol,”

Properly, therefore, the “ Reformer’s Companion” ' 
is! devoted to'purposes of general reform, where 
the necessity and possibility of reform is felt and 
needed. Among the many publications springing 

• from the 'soil of .Progress, the “ Excelsior” appears 
to us . to be eminently qualified to meet the wants 
of a large class of readers. Its opening “ Propose” 
is bold and sweeping, but at the same time it is 
open aDd candid, and evidently based ..upon a wil
lingness to do as it would be done by. The liberal 
minded Spiritualist cannot complain .if all his idio- 
syncracies are . not met, because. . full allowance is 

. made for his individual views, and proper respect 
shown 'for his-individual stand-point.'' Neither 'can 
the . [Progressive Sectarian or avowed' ' Infidel find - 
fault with a field in which . both are ' permitted ' to en
ter and' tilt in a chivalric ' and .gentlemanlike ' way, 
each with his own weapons. It has already .'be
come evident . to’ a 'large class ' of .Spiritualists that ' a ' 
mere statement 'ot facts, coupled with an explana
tion of the governing principles of progressive 
philosophy, is not all that the age' demands in the 
great work of reformation.

It is an idle waste of time and money to sow 
seed upon soil, that is already encumbered with 
briars and brambles. A preparation is necessarv, 
a breaking up of the soil, or sundering of bands, in 
which the human mind is bound in obedience to 
institutions aDd dogmas that no longer provide 
nourishment for wants that aspire to higher planes 
of thought. If the existing religious, social, and 
educational institutions do meet all the wants of 
the age, here is ample opportunity for those to show 
it, who are most interested in the perpetuation of 
those institutions as finalities. In the columns of 
the Excelsior, the various points of isaue may be 
fairly discussed, without giving offence to preju
dices or preconceived opinions. The present issue 
contains several rather caustic articles, from able 
contributors, entitled, “The Clergy and the 
Schools,” “ What can Woman do?” “ The Fanati
cism of Conservatism,” “Man and Wvman,” “Sec
tarian Bondage,” and several others, equally well 
and logically written.

In its prospectus, the Excelsior invites “ the just 
criticism of all Opinions, Creeds, Usages, Customs, 
and Institutions, dominant in society. “All new 
and useful discoveries in Science and Art, will be 
particularly noticed, Ac., and each number is to 
contain thirty-two pages of royal octavo, solid 
reading matter, and from four to twelve pages mis- 
ccllaneous reading, besides one superb steel en
graving.” :

This Journal will be under the editorial supervi
sion of Mrs. H. F. M. Brown, Professors. D. Ly
man, Jr., and J. B. Beach.

Terms, two dollars in advance. Sample num
bers sent when solicited. Address the proprietor, 
L. E Barnard, box 996, Cleveland, Ohio.

Not to Provoke a Disputant.—“ Mv cr.re 
usually was,” says Thomas Story, the Quaker, 
“not to provoke my opponent; forty keeping him 
calm, I had his own understanding, and the mea
sure of grace in him, for truth and my point, against 
the error he contended for ; and my chief aim gen
erally has been, to gain upon people's understand
ings for their own good. But when a man is put 
into a passion, he may be confounded, but not 
convinced; for 'passion is as a scorching fire without 
light, it suspends the understanding, and obstructs 
the way to it, so that it cannot be gained upon, or 
informed, which ought to be the true aim in all 
conferences and reasoning in matters of religion; 
else all wifi end in vain and unprofitable jangling, 
contrary to the nature of the thing they reason 
about, and displease the Holy One, and end in 
trouble."—Life cf Thomas Story.

MISS KATE FOX.
FREE COMMUNICATIONS.

It is with pleasure that the Society for “ The 
Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge,” informs the 
public of the return of Miss Fox from her summer 
tour in Canada and the West, as she resumes her 
labors at the Rooms of the Society, subject to the 
direction and pay of the same. She will in this, 
as in her former engagements, sit, without charge 
to the public, for the benefit of Skeptics or such 
Enquirers as are not yet convinced of the reality 
of Spirit-intercourse, and know not the consolations 
of Spirit Mediation. .

Hours, from 10 to 1, every day, S dur day and 
-Sunday excepted.

The Society wish it distinctly borne in mind that 
Miss Fox is employed for the purpose of convei-ting 
the skeptical, rather than to contribute to the pica- 
sure of the Spiritualistic believer, and it is expected, 
therefore, that those who are converted will not 
occupy the lime of the Medium.

This change is warranted not only by the expe
rience of the past year and a half, but suggested 
by the consideration, that those who may wish 
communications from their Spirit friends can, and 
should, avail themselves of the services of other 
Mediums.

THE HEALING OF THE NATIONS.
PUBLISHED BY THE SOCIETY FOR THE “ DIFFUSION OF 

SPIRITUAL KNOWLEDGE.”
A New Work on Spiritualism. Charles Linton, 

Medium. The work is beautifully clectrotyped, 
contains 550 pages, octavo, and two splendid steel 
engravings—Mr. Linton and Gov. Tallmadge: the 
latter has written an elaborate introduction and 
appendix to the work.

The book is now ready for delivery, price $1 50, 
postage 30 cents. Orders from the trade and 
others will be attended to, by addressing the 
Society for the Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge,” 
553 Broadway, N. Y.

AGENTS.
The Christian Spiritualist, the Healing of 

the Nations, and other Spiritual works and pub
lications, arc kept on sale by the following named 
persons, who are authorized to receive subscrip
tions : t

Dexter & Brother, 14 and 16 Ann-st., New 
York.

Abbe & Yates, 25 Ann-st., New York.
Bela Marsh, 15 Franklin st., Boston, Mass. 
Samuel Barry, 221 Arch st, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Mrs. E. S. French, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jonathan Koons, Mil feld, Athens Co., Ohio. 
Geo. Burcuell, Williamsburgh, N. Y.
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From the Sentinel and Witness. 
THE POETRY OF EARTH.

The gift of poesy is a glorious gift, fitted to un
veil the secret analogies of beauty on earth, and to 
bring kindred graces from all parts of nature, to 
heighten the images which they reveal—and our 
fair correspondent has but swept her hand across 
the TEolian strings of nature, and disclosed to us 
its melodious music, trembling on leaf and flower, 
in the water's flow and the wild bird’s song, with 
artless effect, in the following beautiful piece:

It is written on mountain, and field, and dale, 
On the flow’ret trembling in the vale, 
In the leafy aisles of the forests dim— 
It is heard in the wild-bird’s evening hymn.

It is chanted in melody, soft and low,
Through the lonely dell where the waters flow : 
In the'violets tender eyes of blue,—
It is glistening in the morning dew.
The winds are breathing it o’er the lea,— 
It is heard in the hum of the wandering bee, 
As he lingers awhile, with his little band. 
On the lilies cheek, by “ soft winds fann’d.”

Far in the depths of the dark blue sea, 
Where the waves are sighing mournfully, 
Through the branching coral and dark sea-weed, 
It is written there, where no eye can read.
In autumn, ’tis seen in the crimson leaf, 
In the fading glow of the summer brief,—
In the snow-flake, too—in the frost-work bright, 
On each twig gleams a pearl in the ruby light

Its music in gentle words we hear,—■
It is seen in the smile and the falling tear,— 
In the loving eyes that are meeting thine : 
It is traced by the hand that is Divine.

Adf.llf..

been regarded as a standard, and most subsequent 
editions have been conformed to jt down to the 
present day.

DISCREPANCIES.
not conversant with the subject it 
at first thought that all the editions

CHILDREV GOIVC TO REST.
nr Mrs. l. n. Sigourney.

The day is gone. The sun hath said
Farewell, with silent tongue. 

And laid him on his western bed*
With golden curtains hung, 

But ere we little children creep, 
All tired with play, to pleasant sleep; 
We’ll take our leave, with kisses bright, 
And bid the baby dear,—good night.
Good-night, ye blessed stars that keep

Your watch around our rest— 
And birds that told the way to sleep,

Within your quiet rest.
Good-night, green trees, beneath whose shade 
Our pretty wild flower wreaths we made— 
And singing brook, and blossom bright, 
And every lovely tiling,—good-night.

Mother! we turn to thee the last,
Sweet words we still would say ; 

See your kind hand in our’s is fast,—
Please, come and hear us pray,— 

Yes, see us on our pillow laid, 
And then at midnight's darkest shade, 
The whispers of our dream shall be 
Of angel visitants and thee.

<; i: ?r.

There’s not a heath, however rude, 
But hath some little flower

To brighten up its solitude, 
And scent the evening hour. 

There’s not a heart, however cast 
By grief and sorrow down, 

But hath some memory of the past 
To love and call its own.

THE BIBLE—ITS OLD VERSIONS AND NEW 
TRANSLATIONS.

We republish the following extracts from the 
N. Y. Daily Dimes, as it outlines the history of the 
translations made of the Bible—and points out the 
changes proposed, and yet to be made in texts of 
the Testaments. It is necessary that the Christian 
Spiritualist keep himself informed of these changes 
—as they prove progress and suggest the necessity 
for “ light, more light still.” It will be perceived 
by the reader that the changes proposed in the forth
coming translation, are generally on the side of good 
sense, and therefore promise a harmonic tendency 
for the future, whatever they may do for this gen
eration. This is inevitable, since the admission, that 
“ twenty fair thousand variations” were found in 
comparing “six copies” of the Bible—is rather 
humiliating to those texual dogmatizers and Bibli
cal pugilists, who have been dealing “ damnation 
round the land,” to all who could not reconcile 
verbal differences or believe in “ plenary inspira
tion.” At the same time, a knowledge of the pati
ent labors of these men now correcting the text, Ac. 
of the Scriptures will go far, in vindication of their 
sincerity and truthfulness. We bespeak for the 
article an attentive reading.—El. Ch. Sp’t.

It is unnecessary at this day to emphasize the 
intrinsic value of the Bible. To the Christian, the 
political economist, and the literateur, its claims to 
a high preeminence among books admit of no doubt. 
Next to its authenticity, the question evidently first 
in importance is that of its essential identity, or the 
fidelity of our common translations to the original.

EARLY ENGLISH VERSIONS.

The version known as the Latin Vulgate was 
chiefly prepared by Jerome under tbe supervision of 
a Bishop of Rome, about the close of tbe Fourth 
Century. With slight variations, this is the Roman 
Catholic Bible as at present used.

The first translation of the Bible into English 
worth speaking of, was that of Wickliffe, about the 
year 1380. This was made from the Latin Vulgate 
—he being ignorant of the Greek and Hebrew— 
but was not printed, as that art had not then been 
invented. Tyndale’s translation from the original 
languages followed, and was published between the 
years 1526 and 1537. This was a most able and 
faithful version, and has been very little improved 
upon by those which have succeeded it.

The entire English Bible was first printed at 
Zurich in 1535, by Coverdale ; it was taken from 
the Dutch and Latin. Besides the versions known 
as Matthews’ Bible, and Ckanmer’s Great Bible, 
published in 1530 and 1537 respectively, the Geneva 
Bible (prepared by English reformers while living 
in exile at Geneva) was printed in 1560. This was 
the first version in any language that was broken 
up into verses. The Bishops’ Bible appeared in 
1568, having been prepared under the supervision 
of the Church of England ; it was subsequently 
made the basis of our present version.

In 1604; King James I. of England, in obedience 
to general request, commissioned forty-seven learn
ed men of tbe Universities to undertake the work 
of making a new version of the Holy Scriptures, 
subject to the royal sanction. Seven eminent di
vines were afterwards added—making fifty-four in 
all—to confer with the rest, a»d supervise their 
labors. In 1611, a period of seven years from its 
inception, the work was finally completed, and re
ceived the approbation of the King. Although the 
Bishops’ Bible was taken as the groundwork of this 
version, the original languages were diligently ex
amined with the aid of all tbe critical learning of 
that period.

Our present version of the Holy Writ is materially 
the same as that of the King James translators, 
with the exception of natural changes in orthogra
phy and the correction of typographical errors- 
Since 1611 several revisions have been made by 

: - -competent authority, for the purpose mainly of cor- 
■ ■ recting errors of the press. By far the most com

plete of these was the revision prepared by Dr. 
Blaney, of Oxford, in 1767. This has ever since 

A

conveys a false sense, and does not- express the 
mind.of God in the original.' The meaning is, we 
have not so much as heard whether the Holy Spirit 
is yet given. They had heard of the promise of 
the gifts of the Spirit, but had not heard of its ac
complishment; the transactions of the Day of Pen
tecost being, as yet, unknown to them.”

In Genesis, we read as follows: “ And God said, 
let the waters bring forth abundantly moving crea
ture that hath life, and fowl that may fly above the 
earth, in the open firmament of Heaven.” The 
Bible Unionists say: “ From this reading, it would 
appear that the fowls, as well as the fishes were 
formed out of tbe water; but in chap. 2 : 19, it is 
said, “ out of the ground the Lord God formed ev
ery beast of the earth and every fowl of the air.” 
The true rendering undoubtedly is: “And let the 
fowl fly above the earth, on the face of the firma
ment of Heaven.

Again, our present version has it, “And on the 
seventh day God ended his work which he had 
made; and he rested on the seventh day from all 
the work which he had made.” Now the new ver- 
sionists: “ The work of creation was evidently 
completed on the sixth day, and the seventh was 
devoted to rest. It should, therefore, have been 
translated, * On the seventh day God had ended his 
work.’ In like manner there are hundreds of pas
sages where the imperfect should be rendered by 
the pluperfect tense.”

Once more, in Gen. 4: 15 : “ And the Lord set 
a mark upon Cain.” It is claimed that “ the true 
rendering should be, “ The Lord gave or appointed 
a sign to Cain.” The original signifies a sign, token, 
memorial; never anything like a visible brand, 
mark or stigma affixed to the person. The mean
ing is, the Lord notified or certified Cain that he 
shuld not be injured.”

Besides the foregoing, many other changes will 
be introduced in the new version, such as not ita
licizing- words, and substituting modern words and 
phrases for those which have become obsolete :— 
thus, jylowing for “ earing,” living for “ quick,” ser- 

. rant maid for “ wench,” pursue for “ ensue.” Also, 
more current terms will be used for such as, “ God 
forbid,” “ would to God,” “ he wist not,” “ most 
straitest,” “ very strictest,” &c.

To persons 
would appear 
of the Bible that are referred to the same standard 
must necessarily be fac similes of each other. So 
far from this being the case, ic is found that they 
not only exhibit discrepancies among themselves, 
but are even unlike the standard. The variations 
spoken of are exclusively typographical errors.

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY’S NEW VERSION.

In view of this fact the American Bible Society, 
in 1847, resolved to collate copies of several prom
inent editions published in this country and Eng
land, in order to obtain as perfect a copy as the 
nature ofthe case admitted. Rev. Mr. McLane, then . 
pastor of a Presbyterian Church in Williamsburg, 
was selected to perform the work under the super
intendence of a Committee made up of the following 
gentlemen : Gardiner Spring, Thomas Cock, Samuel 
H. Turner, Edward Robinson, Thomas E. Vermilye, 
John McClintock and Richard S. Storrs, Jr. In 
1851 the Committee reported its labors completed, 
and the same was approved by the Board of Man
agers. The changes introduced by the work of 
collation were confined to orthography, punctuation, 
words in italics, and capital letters. Copies of six 
different editions were used to obtain this result, 
viz.: the four authorized editions published in Eng
land, the King James version of 1611, and one of 
the American Bible Society’s editions. The plan 
adopted in general was to compare the six different 
copies, and wherever the American copy differed 
from one or more of the others, the reading of the 
majority was followed.

In the course of his work, the collator found about 
twenty four thousand variations among the six copies 
compared, solely in the text and punctuation. Yet, 
it is said, of all this great number there is not one 
which mars the integrity of the text, or affects any 
doctrine or precept of the Bible. Most persons must 
be at a loss to imagine how such a vast number of 
discrepancies should continue to exist among the 
current editions of the Bible, despite all ordinary 
care and effort to remove them. But when it is 
taken into account that the printing of Bibles is 
carried on in Great Britain at four different places, 
and in this country entirely ad libitum, it must be 
regarded as beyond the power of human skill, even 
with the aid of stereotype plates, to prevent the 
occasional occurrence of minor errors and variations, 
arising sometimes from accident, and sometimes 
from the inadvertence of proof readers. Along with 
all these too there is certainly the possibility that 
some slight oversight may have remained uncorrect- 
ed throughout all the editions even from the very 
beginning. The revised copy printed by the Bible 
Society in 1851, and called the Octavo Reference 
Bible, is now the standard to which all future 
editions published by that Society will be conformed.

The American Bible Society, which was formed 
in 1816, had, from the first, given more or less at
tention and aid to translations of the Scriptures into 
other languages, though its chief object was the cir
culation of a pure English version. Previous to 
1835, donations had been contributed in behalf of 
translations into several of the Asiatic tongues, 
by Baptist missionaries, in which the various ren
derings recognized by their creed were retained. 
But in that year other counselsiprevailed, and an 
application for assistance in printing the Bengali 
New Testament was declined, except on condition 
that the text should be conformed to the King 
James’ version. The Greek word l/aptizo was the 
magnitudinous bone of contention in the present 
instance, and has continued to be such up to the 
present time.

a: *

CHANGES INTRODUCED.

Biptizo will doubtless be rendered by the word 
immerse. The new versionists allege that “every clas
sic Greek work extant, in which the term is found, 
employs it in this sense. There are no circum
stances accompanying its use in the Sacred Scrip
tures, that favor any other signification. The best 
philologists, both English and German, acknowledge 
this to be the proper medning. Neither in the 
word nor in its cognates, whether in classic or 
Scripture Greek, is to be found the semblance of 
authority for sprinlling or pouring. The practice 
of immersion, for many centuries after Christ and 
his apostles had established it, was universally pre
valent among Christians.”

To pascha, as found in Acts 12 : 4, will be trans
lated the passner instead of “Easter.”

Episcepos will be rendered overseer in place of 
“bishop.”

The words used to designate the third person of 
the Trinity, will read Holy Spirit, instead of Holy 
“Ghost.”

The names of persons occurring both in the Old 
and New Testaments will be spelt uniformly, thus : 
Hosea, Jeremiah, Isaiah, for “ Ozee,” “Jeremy,” 
“ Esias.”

Ta Zoa, in the fourth and fifth chapters of Reve
lation, will be rendered living creatures, instead of 
“ beasts.”

The Geneva Bible thus construes a part of Mat
thew 5; 29: “If thy right eye cause thee to of
fend ;” but the common version has: “If thy right 
eye offend thee,” “ which,” it is maintained, “ in 
the modern acceptation of the terms, is a'together 
different from the original slandalaei, male thee 
stumble,-that is fall into sin.”

“ In two places, Acts 7 : 45, and Hebrews 4: 8, 
Jesus is put for Joshua.”

In Matthew 23: 24, it is alleged that “a typo
graphical error, by which * at’ is used for out, is re
tained and republished in almost every edition of 
the authorized version. No other version has it. 
Wtckliff, Tyndale, Coverdale, Matthew, the 
Genevan, and even the Latin Vulgate, and the Ro
mish translations from it, all give the idea indicated 
by the Greek, of straining or cleansing out not 
strainin" at a gnat.”

It is said that in the common New Testament 
version, “ the word ‘ hell” is used to translate two 
distinct Greek words, and thus confounds the dif
ference between the grave, or the place of depart
ed Spirits, and eternal perdition.”

Also, “the word ‘devil’ is made to represent two 
very different words in the original, making no dis
tinction between the Arch Deceiver, the ‘Prince of 
the power of the air,’ and his emissaries, evil Spi
rits.”

In tbe first verse of the first chapter of Second 
Peter, the following words occur: Tou theou hemou 
lai Soteros Iesou Christou. The King James Bible 
translates “ of God and our Savior Jesus Christ.” 
The New Version has it: “of our God and Savior 
Jesus Christ” If the latter reading be correct, it 
seems to be of considerable importance as furnish
ing additional evidence in favor of the divinity of 
Jesus Christ

In Luke 18: 16, the common version says:— 
“ Suffer the little children to come unto me.”

In Acts 19: 12, tbe twelve disciples are repre
sented as saying, “ We have not so much as heard 
whether there be any Holy Ghost;” on this pas
sage the new versionists remark; “ This rendering

SPIRIT-INTERCOURSE AND GUARDIAN
SHIP.

A writer in the Christian Freeman, makes selec
tion of the following statements, favoring Spirit in
tercourse, that he may the better state his objec
tions to the theory. We thank him for the selec
tions, and will be equally prompt to thank him for 
his “ objections,” should this amount to a “point” 

The first statement is from the Rev. Mr. Barrett 
“According to Swedenborg, there is a most in

timate connection between the inhabitants of the 
Spiritual and those of the natural world. He tells 
us that the Spiritual world is not so far removed 
from the natural, as to space, but is within it, as 
the soul is within the body. Consequently there 
is a reciprocal influence and mutual dependence of 
the two worlds upon each other, like that existing 
between the soul and the body; and again the na
tural re-acts upon the soul. While men are living 
in this world, they are all, as to their Spirits, inti
mately associated with Spirits in the other world. 
If this were not the case, we should have no power 
to will or think. Swedenborg says that man can
not think the least thing without Spirits adjoined 
to him, and that his Spirit life depends on it

“ We are aware that the mass of professing 
Christians at the present day would look upon such 
a sentiment as this, as something fanciful, vision
ary, or even superstitious; for the prevalent no
tions respecting the Spiritual world are extremely 
vague and ill-defined. Most persons seem to re
gard it as a shadowy and unreal world, and to think 
of the soul itself as a kind of formless, etherial, 
unsubstantial vapor. Indeed, we find almost every
where throughout Christendom a deep-rooted skep 
ticism in regard to the realitj- of a Spiritual world, 
or the existence of angels or Spirits. It has come 
to be regarded by the multitude as a mark of wis
dom to deny the reality of everything not cognis
able by the natural senses, and to treat the belief 
in the existence of Spirits, and of their influence 
upon men, as a silly superstition. Such is the 
gross sensualism in which the minds of men in 
Christendom are immersed, that they have but 
little faith in the reality and existence of anything 
above the sphere of nature. As it is written,— 
‘When the Son of Man cometh, shall he find faith 
on earth ?’

“But there ever have been persons in all ages 
of tbe world who have believed that there are Spi
rits invisible to the natural eye, yet intimately pre
sent with men, and exerting an influence upon them 
for good or evil. Thus the belief in the presence 
of the Spiritual world, and its intimate connection 
and sympathy with the natural world has never at 
any time completely died out And it is worthy of 
remark that those with whom this belief has been 
the strongest, have usually been among the purest 
and best of men. Such was evidently the belief 
of the great Milton ; for he says:
“ Millions of Spiritual creatures walk the earth 
Unseen, both when we wake and when we sleep.”

And the poet Spencer says :
“ And is there care in heaven ? And is there 
In heavenly Spirits to these creatures base 
That my compassion of their evils move ?
There is, else much more wretched were the case 
Of men than beasts. But oh 1 the exceeding grace 
Of highest God 1 that loves his creatures so, 
And all His work with mercy doth embrace, 
That blessed angels He sends to and fro,
To serve to wicked man—to serve his wicked foe.” 

“ Sir Walter Scott also says, in his work on De
monology and Witchcraft, that there are many 
millions of Spirits who have become invisible to 
mortals, but who “ are not, it may be supposed, in
different to the affairs of mortality, perhaps not in
capable of influencing them.”

“Our own Washington Irving, too, though he 
regards the belief as a superstition, says: “ It is a 
sublime and beautiful doctrine, inculcated by the 
early fathers, that there are guardian angels ap
pointed to watch over cities and nations, to take 
care of good men and to guard and guide the steps 
of helpless infancy.” And he further adds: “What 
could be more consoling than the idea that the souls 
9f those whom we once loved were permitted to 
return and watch over our pillows when we slept, 
keeping a vigil over our most helpless hours? that 
beauty and innocence, which had languished into 
the tomb, yet smiled unseen around us, revealing 
themselves in those blest dreams wherein we live 
over again the hours of past endearments? A 
belief of this kind would, I think, be a new 
Incentive to virtue, rendering us circumspect even 
in our most secret moments, from the idea that 
those we once loved and honored were invisible 
witnesses of all our actions. Place the superstition 
in this light, and I confess I should like to be a be
liever in it”

“ I opened a little volume of poems the other 
day, published about two years ago in Boston, and 
from the pen of a lady of more than ordinary ele
vation of thought, and in some consoling stanzas 
addressed to a “ Widowed Friend,” I found the- 
following lines;

Jove

‘Oh! not alone \ Oh ! not alone! 
Her Spirit hovers near, .

With all its deep, undying love.
Thy darkest hours to cheer.

An angel clothed in garments white, 
She moved at thy side ;

Youthful, and beautiful as when
She first became thy bride.

Angels around our daily paths 
Their blessed influence shed ;

These angels are our dearly loved,
' Our ne’er forgotten dead.’

“ I cut from a newspaper not long ago some lines 
written by a gentleman who had lately been called 
to mourn the loss of a wife and two children. 
They were addressed to his wife in the Spirit land, 
were remarkable for the cheerful, faithful faith, 
and pious trust, which they indicated in the writ
er’s mind. The following arc among them:

* And now with both the children dear, 
Thou’rt dwelling in the Spirit land—

And often times I almost hear
Sweet music from that happy band.

And sometimes, too I know I feel
Thy heavenly influence round me thrown; 

Such thoughts will o’er my Spirit steal,
And tell me then I’m not alone.”

From the New Jerusalem Messenger. , 
RECEPTION OF A NEW-COMER INTO THE J 

SPIRITUAL WORLD.
Extract of a Letter from Mrs. D. A” Burnham, of 

Chicago, after the Removal of her Sister to the _ 
Spiritual World.
At first, when I arrived at my sister’s home, and 

found that she had already gone to the Spiritual 
world, it seemed dark and sad that I should never ! 
see her again in this world; but this morning all 
the darkness and sadness is dispelled, the beautiful 
truths of the New Church faith have risen in the 
heaven of my mind, and dissipated the earth-clouds 
that had gathered over it. This morning all is 
bright and clear. I felt, on first awaking, that she 
had put on a new robe of white this morning, be
cause she had received in her understanding a r.ew 
truth of inner spiritual life ; and as she looked out 
of the great east window of the new home she oc
cupied, she saw a bright and beautiful maiden ap
proach her, and present to her a cluster of roses 
and flowers—such flowers as bloom only in the 
Spiritual world. And she asked her why she 
brought to her such sweet flowers. And the mai
den looked up into her face with a sweet, truthful 
smile, and said : “ First, because I perceived that
you had recently come to this beautiful world we 
live in; and secondly, I was told by one who has 
been here much longer than I have, that you were 
a relative, even a sister, of my mother on earth ; 
for I came when I was a young infant to live in 
this world; and if I had not been instructed by 
•the angels who had the care of me in my youthful 
days, I should never have known that I had parents 
and friends, or even that I had been born in the 
outward world; for when very young children 
come to live and grow up in this world, they know 
not otherwise than that they had always lived here, 
until informed by their good angels, who love them 
and take care of them. And now that I know you 
are newly come here to reside with us, I wish to 
introduce you to others that were members of the 
same family on earth, and we will talk together of 
the goodness of the Lord, our Heavenly Father, in 
preparing such a beautiful world for us to dwell 
in. ”

As they stepped out lightly into the glorious sun
shine, they perceived a large lawn stretching away 
in the distance, lined with noble trees laden with 
rich, heavenly fruit. Under some of them children 
played and lambs grazed; on the boughs were 
singing birds, while a bright river rolled beside it. 
Altogether it was the most beautiful scene that the 
eyes of the new-born spirit ever rested upon ; and 
the companion of the maiden saw that it was true 
and pleasant to be so, and wondered within herself 
that she had not believed it more fully while she 
lived in the outer world.

Turning back again to. earth, our aching eyes i 
look out upon the busy, restless mass of human 1 
beings, to see if we can discover anywhere the 1 
lineaments which speak to the beholder of aught ' 
save earthliness. Nor is our search wholly in vain, i 
for here and there, scattered like good seed over 
the surface, we find those whose one.great aim is 
to bring their own wills into subjection to that of 
their great. Exemplar, and to toil for poor sufferin 
humanity. Confined to no sect, contending for no 
creed, save that which embraces the great princi
ples of love to God and man, the real Christian is 
the only true representative of the inhabitants of 
that land toward which he journeys. The springs 
of life are poisoned, and where peace and love were 
designed to hold undisputed sway, all is darkness 
and chaos. Man goes out in deadly warfare to 
slay his brother man ; robbery and oppression, in
justice and cruelty, have stalked forth at noon-day, 
for thousands of years. Honor to him who, with a 
firm and fearless adherence to the cause of right, 
stands alone, if need be, unmoved by threat or 
scorn. Conscious that if the stream of life be pure 
■the fountain must first be cleansed, he bows in 
penitence before an insulted Deity, and finds in it 
the vast atonement, freedom, and strength, and 
peace. Then, and only then, is he prepared to 
stem successfully the tide of ignorance and sin. 
Then it is that the gold of earth seems worth pos
sessing, for with it the widow’s heart is gladdened, 
and the orphans’ tears are dried, the cause of 
human freedom and the world’s redemption ad
vanced.

Reader, it is for you, for me, to create within 
and around us our own dwelling-place of rest For 
us the sun pours its flood of light, and the stars 
their milder radiance —for us the flowers bloom and 
bird-notes echo—for us there are spirit voices wait
ing to whisper words of gladness and encourage
ment.

By making our every day life pure and lofty, by 
kind words, and self denying deeds of love and 
charity, by hushing the tones of calumny and slan
der, and cherishing no feeling of envy or of malice, 
may we not have a pleasant and safe passage over 
that ocean, and find heaven here and yonder?

Chicopee, January, 1856.

From the Chicopee Journal. 
EARTH AND HEAVEN.

BY MISS E. E. LANCKTON.

Who that has outlived the sunny days of child
hood, and gone forth into the world’s broad arena, 
full of hope, of ambition and enthusiasm, feeling 
strong and courageous to do battle with opposing 
influences, has not found his steps faltering, his ar
dor abating, long ere he has reached the noon-tide 
of life. He may have taken as his motto the soul
inspiring words of one of our gifted poets, in 
noble

his
“ Psalm of Life :”

“ Life is real, life is earnest,
And the grave .is not its goal; 

Dust thou art, to dust returnest, 
Was not spoken of the soul.”

And girding himself for the contest, eagerly 
started in the race, only to find himself baffled at 
every point, disappointed in every project. Plea
sure lures her votaries with winning words and 
beautiful visions; but a woe remains for him who 
obeys her bidding, in defiance of the voice of God 
and the whisperings of conscience.

Wealth, if gained, must be obtained at the sa
crifice of home influence and fire-side pleasures, of 
intellectual culture, and, in many instances, of mo
ral rectitude—by days of toil and nights of sleep
lessness, by a slavish devotion at the shrine of 
Mammon. The laurels of fame are never won by 
indolence and inactivity. There is, indeed, “ no 
royal road to science,” and he who would reach 
the highest round of the ladder, must also be con
tent to burn the midnight oil, to struggle with ad
verse circumstances, and it may be, at the last, to 
suffer chagrin of defeat, while some more fortunate 
competitor gains the prize.

Go where we will, in this strange world of ours, 
among the high or low, the rich or poor, learned or 
unlearned, and we shall find within the heart, aDd 
almost see it written upon the brow, an undefined 
longing for something unattained, until the poor 
soul cries out: “ Who will show us any good ?” 
Ever following a phantom, which ever eludes the 
grasp, they still pursue it, only resting when the 
grave, cold and dreary, opens before them. We 
have all seen it, and felt it, and, in bitterness of 
spirit, sigh for Heaven, for a purer, loftier state of 
existence.

And this heaven for which we are panting, what 
is it ? where is it ? and who shall tell us ? To the 
follower of the false prophet, it is a paradise of un
limited luxury and voluptuous beauty; to the poor 
savage, a vast hunting ground, where he may 
range at will. Are we not laboring under a mis
take, when we look upon it as a locality some
where, far, far away, among the skies ?—dreaming 
that the soul’s rest is only there. For aught we 
know, the future home of the pure in heart may 
be far more enchanting than an excited imagina
tion ever conceived, and the glowing revelations 
of the exiled seer on lonely Patmos may be more 
than realized. Yet, is not the real heaven to be 
commenced here ? Were our feet placed to-day 
upon the “mount of God,” the heavenly Zion, 
could we hear the music of tbe harpers, and behold 
the golden streets and pearly gates, while our hearts 
retained the taint of earth-born passions, where 
were our heaven J 

ing to the strict rules of rhetoric and 
lated to captivate the taste than to convi 
reason, are delivered weekly from sacred A 
The congregations recline on cushioned seats 
criticize the sermon. The man of wealth h 
pew fitted up with all the modern iniprOve ” 
make attendancy easy. Selected music n 
service and the rich peals rolling in Sl)ft m ^ens:tbe 
from the organ at its close.—Wordly splen^'C 1'”s| 
the “narrow path” to heaven and drJ"'W'res 
Christianity of the church in inviting robe/^

Whether such a state of things 
Christianity, might perhaps be doubted. R ln,e 
er of Christianity was born in poverty 
earth. !

His pulpit was the mountain rock his 
sat on the naked ground, and his sermons 
dressed to the poor. So great was his 
he had no where to lay bis head. Bic 
one of charity and mercy. He sou-bt 
ignorant, and lame and the blind. f{e (je[- ’
elaborate sermons on doctrinal points from?119 
ornamented desks, to gentlemen in br’oadctoth'^ 
ladies in silks and satin. When the rich m 
him they did not seek him in splendid temp;. 
gorgeous palaces, but sought him in theX? 
his labors among the poor and the humble " 

Here then lies the difference between the ta 
ianity of the Church and the Christianity of Christ' 
the former is founded on wordly Fp;endor ' 

’ ter in poverty.-Would it not be wed, among J 
reforms of the age to introduce a reform in Chris 
ianity, and preach as they did of old-to

i well as to rich. P°°rs

From tbe Stare and 8 trio-.
A DREAM OF HEAVEN. I

BY MIRIAM WOODBURN. 1

“There are beautiful dreams of tlie-spirit]jf 
That come to the stricken heart,

Like zephyrs that flit o’er the waters of strifa I 
To bid the wild tumult depart" ’

I know not how or when it came, whethaJ 
quiet slumber or waking reverie, but it rem5;Ilsj 
delibly impressed upon the tablet of me®J 
Mysteriously, time and space were annihilated J 
with an ever present, yet unseen, unknown 
I wandered through tbe streets of the “New.jJ 
salem." The golden, dazzling splendor, whia] 
other visions was too brilliant for human gazc J 
given place to a calm, lovely radiance. Tht-reJ 
the “green pastures,” and the “still watej 
bathed in the pure, holy light, which proeeJ 
from the throne of God. 1

As I passed along the narrow path by the J 
of the “ river of life,” I saw groups of happy jj 
walking in lovely vales or reclining upon some J 
tie hillock. Passing round an elevation projects 
into the path, almost down to the water's edgj 
came upon a group well known to me. )IV U 
beat with a quicker throb, as I gazed upon th j 
They were all there—not one missing. 1

Clad in white, shining robes, with golden hj 
in their hands, how beautiful and glorious tlier J 
peared to my mortal vision. Ever and anonM 
came the sound of heavenly music, borne alopl 
balmy breezes—then would ring out fron°l 
harps of these sinless ones, answering notetfl 
praise, sweet and thrilling. How I longed yj 
pose with them in that bright, celestial bjJ 
They seemed so near, and yet afar off. But J 
unseen guide whispered, “Come, they baretl 
of thee on earth 1” and with a willing bail 
obeyed, hoping, that when my life-labors J 
ended, I might find rest and joy, and puel 
Heaven. I
“No sorrow yonder—all light and song, I

Each day I wonder, and say, * how long I
Shall Time, me sunder from that dear IbrKtj 

Milton, December, 1855. I

From tbe London Reasoner.
VARYING ASPECTS OF PERSECUTION. '

BY nARRIET MARTINEAU. ®

Cardinal Wiseman has been replying to Lord ; 
John Russell’s lecture, which included instances in j 
which Progress had been retarded by Persecution. 
The reply of persecuting Catholicism to persecuting 
Protestantism is—“ You’re another.’* Yet Pro
testantism has this merit—its persecution is incon
sistent with its principle, while it is justified by 
Catholicism. If Catholicism does repudiate perse
cution, let it say so? We have looked through 
the Daily News report of his Eminence’s lecture, 
but found no repudiation there.

Mr. William Freakley, of Longton, who has 
lately read: “ How to Observe—Morals and Man
ners,” by Harriet Martineau, trusts we will quote, 
for the benefit of readers who may not have had 
the pleasure and advantage of reading the works, 
the following impressive passage on the modem 
forms of persecution:

“ One great subject of observation and specula
tion remains—the objects and form of persecution 
for opinion in each country. Persecution for opin
ion is always going on among a people enlightened 
enough to entertain any opinions at all. There 
must always be, in such a nation, some who have 
gone further in research than others, and who, in 
making such an advance, have overstepped the 
boundaries of popular sympathy. The existence 
and sufferings of such are not to be denied because 
there are no fires at the stake, and no organized 
and authorized inquisition, and because formal ex
communication is gone out of fashion. Persecu
tion puts on other forms as ages elapse ; but it is 
not ext'net. It can be inflicted out of the province 
of law, as well as through it; by a neighborhood 
as well as from the Vatican. A wise and honest 
man may be wounded through his social affections, 
and in his domestic relations, as effectually as by 
flames, fetters, and public ignominy. There are 
wise and good persons in every civilized country, 
who are undergoing persecution in one form or 
another every day.

“Is it for precocity in science? or for certain 
opinions in politics? or for a peculiar mode of be
lief in the Christian religion, or unbelief of it; or 
for championship of an oppressed class ? or for 
new views in morals? or for fresh inventions in 
the arts, apparently interfering with old-established 
interests? or for bold philosophical speculation? 
Who suffers arbitrary infliction, in short, and how, 
for any mode of thinking, and of faithful action 
upon thought? An observer would reject what
ever he might be told of the paternal government 
of a Prince, if he saw upon a height a fortress in 
which men were suffering careers duro for political 
opinions.

“ In like manner whatever a nation may tell him 
of its love of liberty, should go for little if he sees 
a virtuous man’s children taken from him on the 
ground of his holding an unusual religious belief; 
or citizens mobbed for asserting the rights of ne
groes ; or moralists treated with public scorn for 
carrying out allowed principles to their ultimate is
sues ; or scholars oppressed for throwing new light 
into the sacred text; or philosophers denounced 
for bringing fresh facts to the surface of human 
knowledge, whether they seem to agree or not with 
long established superstitions.

“ The kind and degree of infliction for opinion 
which is possible, and is practised in the time and 
place, will indicate to the observer the degree of 
imperfection in the popular idea of liberty. This 
is a kind of fact easy to ascertain, and worthy of 
all attention.”

From the Lockport-Telegraph. 
ARISTOCRATIC CHRISTIANITY.

Reform is a word that sounds well.—Banners are 
incribed with it and people toss up their hands and 
shout “ reform.” The temperance lecturer and the 
statesman ; the reader of smooth and varnished es
says, and the stump orator in his grand-eloquent 
extemporaneous harangues to the people, delight in 
displaying the beauties of reform. As we said be
fore, words sound well, but it is not with sounds 
alone we have to deal. Many content themselves 
with the sound, and go no further to inquire into its 
significance.

Reform may be applied to religion as to nations 
Ever since the days of Martin Luther, religious re
form has been actively at work. But it has mostly 
toiled in one direction. Its objeet seems to have 
been to adjust the wheels in the great machinery 
so as to work harmoniously. To this end huge 
volumes have been compiled and the libraries of 
the world ransacked.

But there is one part of the great principle of re
form that has been gladly consigned to oblivion, 
and in this particular the Church is at war with the 
true spirit of Christianity. Costly palaces and 
magnificent temples are the great -fountains from 
which the gospel at the present day is proclaimed 
to the people. S^rmons awrefuHy prepared accord-

KEEP YOUR PROMISES. I
The man in the Bible, who said, * I go, sir:'J 

went not, has his counterpart at the present a 
in every department of life. Nothing is more J 
mon than for persons to make promises ores 
expectations which are never realized. It il 
easy thing to give one’s word, but a harder 11 
to keep it. An unwillingness to disoblige, jfj 
sition to keep on good terms with all, adesJ 
get rid of importunity, together with canksl 
and indifference as to what constitutes an til 
tion, lead many to say they’ will do a thtal 
things which are never done, and which, ii| 
if they had looked into their hearts, theyrj 
have discovered they had no real intention ci® 
Some amiable people seem to lack the nemg 
moral courage to say No, even when the tT: 
involves them in an untruth. One is asked tS 
present at a public meeting, where imporued 
sures are to be discussed, and his counsels tefi 
operation are regarded as important Heifi 
cordially in favor of the object, or is press-:! 
other engagements, or prefers enjoying hisers! 
with his own family circle, or over his bocksc® 
his own heart has no purpose to accede to tiefl 
position. Unwilling however, to avowhisra-'l 
timents, or to appear disobliging, he eiKfi 
his word to be present, or so frames his speSl 
to leave that impression upon the mind oil 
friend. Virtually he has given his promise:! 
the occasion comes and passes without his 1 
having harbored a serious thought of cheeriJ 
with his presence. A mechanic is engaged b<l 
piece of work. It is important that it shall tel 
tended to promptly ; arrangements involvingj| 
convenience and comfort of the family depend® 
it, and except for the positive assurance tla 
should be done at the appointed time, some® 
person would have been engaged. But the app® 
ed day comes and goes; notwithstanding repc® 
applications and new promises, weeks pass oo® 
fore the first blow of the hammer is struck, wS 
first nail driven. B

The result of this looseness of speech aa ® 
science is, first, great vexation ami dinppc'mts® 
The party to whom such promises weremadcifl 
upon them. But the faithlessness ef the 
party has deranged all his plans, and 5u')Ject,4| 
to much inconvenience. lie is impatient15-ja 
ed, gives way to unpleasant temper, 
hard things, and perhaps commits niuch.w. g

Then, also, confidence is de.-tr nol 
who made the promise. The word of 
has been pledged, and ir he has failed M 4|| 
once, he may fail again. The victim of ni-®| 
tion, having discovered that lie is net to tej! 
upon fixes a mark upon him, and takes os] 
put himself in the way of future disapporSW 
and advises his friends in like manner. ,_ ■

Hence, too, the man who makes and 
mises is a loser in the end, so far as 
est is concerned. In order to keep his 
not disoblige customers or friends, he p»-'H 
self for what he knew, or might have kno’r. ■ 
not be done. Instead of promoting liis jt!“ j>| 
deception, he has frustrated it. '1 h(fl 
tomers, and their adverse advice and 'sll“7?j\fl 
him a hundredfold more harm than fraw, 
told the truth at the outset. . , J|

The worst result of all, however, >» 1 ‘fl 
done by the faithless promiser to h'-'® ■ 
principles. Whatever interpretation >1C ifl 
upon his.language, and however he mav 
to excuse himself, he has uttered a ■
repetition of such obliquities, deaden-’ ’fl 
sense, so that, after long practice, he 
ing of giving and breaking his word- • 
can tell an untruth every day of his l"e>*fl| 
even be conscious of impropriety.

The lessons to be drawn from th'j11^’■ 
we should weigh well our words. 8trl*- - ■ 
preted, perhaps, your language mM 
necessarily implied an absolute obhga i 
such an impression was made, the ’'ll11 
And, 2, That in all transactions it is 
sense of tbe term, to be honest. H #re*' B| 
not be complied with, say so. } o» ® 
the time, to please a customer or friend, M 
end you will have gained his respect M 
dence. It is a good thing to have men 
‘His word is as true as steel. If he *'S’5B 
will be done.’ ‘ A good name,’ says tbe 
‘ is rather to be chosen than great nebea M 
ian Advocate and Jdvnud, ,


